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EDATARIAL by Robert Stuart
Good grief! Is it really eight months since the last
issue? How me ﬂies! I really wanted to get this issue
out for Christmas 2017 but events conspired against
me and here it is, two months late - but the extra
me has enabled reviews of some great new games.
Once again, as in the last issue, we have two new
games conversions from Mariusz - Skool Daze and
Jack the Nipper (with Tezz) and a review of the long
awaited and eagerly an cipated Bosconian!
Also in this issue: we have a round-up of hot new
hardware for the Atari from Robin (Electrotrains)
Edwards, some great new maps courtesy of Lukas
Bezdek including the new games Spellbinder and
Jack the Nipper and an interview with top Atari
programmer Paul Lay courtesy of Jonathan
(Flashjazzcat) Halliday. From the other side of the
pond, we have reviews of some Video 61 cartridge
games by Ma (Gunstar) Baker and part two of
Adventures in Atari Programming by Michael
(WEBmikey) Walters which will conclude next issue.
David Sherwin from Canada has provided a review of
the Polish Collectors Edi on Set 1 together with a
short chat with the man behind them: Jurek Dudek.

Atari 400 and 800 computers, so I have a few ideas
about doing something to celebrate this. A calendar
will deﬁnitely be designed, and I have a couple of
ideas for Atari 8-bit books which have been ﬂoa ng
around my head for a few months... stay tuned!

Hopefully by next issue (Summer... maybe...?) we will
have some superb looking new games in the shape
of Barbarian, Hobgoblin 2, Time Pilot and 8 Bit Slicks.
We also plan on reviewing more cartridge-only
games from Video 61 including Venture, Xenophobe,
Helicommander, Tempest Extreem and the ABBUC
entry Rain of Terror. Another ABBUC entry, Jason
Kendall’s game Space Fortress Omega will shortly be
available to order on disk (see Coming Soon page...)

Some other ideas for forthcoming issues are a look at
the new mini-ITX Atari 1088XEL, which is a fantas c
modern hardware product designed to con nue the
lifespan of our favourite 8-bit well into the future,
with support for all the latest technologies such as
USB ports, DVI sockets and SD Cards. Atari 8-bit
so ware emula on will also be covered including the
amazing Al rra for Windows, the Colleen and
Droid800 Android emulators and the Atari XLbox for
the X-Box.

As well as the Tezz interview, we’ll be taking a look at
his other work, including Chimera+ (with a map) and
other Atari games outwith the ones already reviewed
(Manic Miner, Saboteur, Bomb Jack and Jack the
Nipper) in previous issues of the magazine, which
includes his re-working of the Jocky Wilson Darts
Compendium and the Boulderdash 25th Anniversary
Edi on.
Next year (November 2019 to be precise) will be the
for eth anniversary of the release of the original
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Quite a lot of diehard Atari users think that they
were short changed back in the day. We knew our
machine had great graphic and sound specs for the
me... but so many mes the Atari version of any
given game was inferior to that on other computers.
Worse (depending on your point of view), some
games were never converted to the Atari at all.
Bosconian is just such a game. Originally released
into the frenzied arcades of 1981 by Namco in
Japan, and manufactured and distributed in the US
by Midway, this was quite a revolu onary arcade
game for the me. One of the ﬁrst (if not the actual
ﬁrst) shoot ‘em ups with a scrolling background, it
was also one of the ﬁrst games to oﬀer a “con nue”
feature whereby you could pump more coins into
the machine and con nue playing from where you
le oﬀ. It also used a landscape screen when most
of the early arcade games of the me used a
portrait mode. And it had digi sed speech!

Bosconian 87 for the Sinclair ZX Spectrum, Amstrad
CPC and Commodore 64. You might have thought
that a er paying for the license they would have
released an Atari version to maximise their
investment, especially since the conversion was
handled by Binary Design, who produced
Amaurote, Storm and Feud for the Atari at around
the same me, but... nope! However...
Fast forward a mere 30 years and... wow! The
extremely talented Polish coder Janusz Chabowski
(shan 77 on Atari Age) released his ﬁnal version to
the Atari 8-bit community and surpassed everyone’s
expecta ons with an absolutely ﬁrst class Atari
conversion, with all the features of the original
game, including the speech.

The arcade game u lises similar hardware to the
earlier Galaga game and indeed, many Bosconian
machines were subsequently converted into Galaga
machines which was a more popular and lucra ve
tle - perhaps because playing Bosconian can be
quite a frustra ng experience. Despite this, it won
the 1982 Arcade Award for Best Science Fic on /
Fantasy Coin-Op Game in January 1983, bea ng the
top contenders - Atari's Gravitar and Sega's Zaxxon.

The music and sound eﬀects by Michal Szpilowski
are terriﬁc and the superbly drawn tle screen was
created by Krzysztof Ziembik. There are actually
several variants of this Atari version, which include
the standard 64k and enhanced (with speech) 128k
versions for both NTSC and PAL systems. And best
of all, they are free to download.
If Mastertronic had produced an Atari conversion in
1987, we might not have been gi ed with this li le
miracle - especially since none of the other home
versions include the digi sed speech and in any
case, a 128k version (imagine loading that from a
casse e) would have been nothing but a pipe
dream at the me.

Home computer conversions were thin on the
ground, other than the pre y faithful MSX version
in 1984, but in 1987 Mastertronic, in a very rare
foray into releasing licensed arcade games,
belatedly brought out home conversions called
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The tle page diﬀers on the 64 and 128k versions
although the excellent music is retained in both
versions. The 128k version starts with a digi sed
burst of “Blast oﬀ!” and other speech in the game
includes "Alert! Alert!" (enemies approaching),
"Ba le sta ons!" (forma on a ack),
"Spy ship sighted!" (Spy ship advancing),
"Condi on red!" (enemy a acks become more
aggressive which occurs if you take too long to clear
a round, or if you miss the spy ship). You may
actually prefer the 64k version as the speech gets a
bit repe ve a er a while. Every me you lose a life
you are treated to another “Blast oﬀ!” and once you
run out of ships, you’ll hear “Game over!” The 64k
versions uses warning sound eﬀects instead of the
speech when aler ng you to impending trouble.

A spy ship (worth a random bonus value) will also
appear occasionally, which must be destroyed or
the round will go to "Condi on red" regardless of
how long the current round has taken. In addi on,
the enemy ﬁghter pilots aren’t very well trained and
they do occasionally crash into their own mines which helps you out a bit! The game plays like a
dream - it’s fast and furious, but does take a li le
me to get used to the control method and twinlaser ﬁring ship. It deﬁnitely has the “one more go”
factor - it is very, very addic ve! Apparently there
are 22 levels to nego ate, but I haven’t managed to
get past level 5 yet.

Your aim is to score as many points as possible by
destroying the enemy space sta ons. You control a
small ship (complete with animated engine jets)
that rotates in the middle of the screen, which
scrolls in all direc ons around you. An original
feature here is that you ﬁre your laser cannon both
forwards and backwards a the same me, which
comes in very handy! Each round consists of a
number of huge green enemy space sta on bases
that must be destroyed to advance to the next
round. On the right of the screen is a radar map to
assist with the base loca ons and a report of the
current alert status, which begins at yellow. Each
sta on consists of six cannons arranged in a
hexagon, surrounding a central red core. You can
destroy all six cannons (200 points each) or shoot
the core itself to destroy the sta on with one shot
(1,500 points), but a er the ﬁrst round, the core
starts defending itself by opening and closing while
launching missiles and it is only vulnerable to your
laser whilst it is open.
You must also avoid (or be er s ll, destroy) the
sta onary asteroids (10 points) and mines (20
points), which otherwise tend to get in your way. A
variety of enemy missiles and kamikaze ﬁghters will
a empt to collide with your ship and a good
strategy is to turn away from them and blast them
with your rear cannon. Enemy bases will also
occasionally launch a squadron of ships in
forma on a acks - destroying the leader causes the
remaining enemies to disperse, but destroying all
enemies in a forma on will score you extra points.

The in-game graphics are very colourful, with silky
smooth scrolling, and the joys ck response is
superb. Interes ngly (from a programmer’s
viewpoint), the Atari’s hardware sprites are only
used for your own ship and the en re status bar at
the right side of the screen - the scores, ships
remaining and current alert status.
Everything here is top notch - the presenta on is
superb and the graphics and music are superb. So,
a er all those years, Atari users can now boast of
the best 8-bit conversion of Bosconian! This is
deﬁnitely a contender for the Atari 8-bit game of
the year.
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Well, who would have thought that of all the games in
all the world, the Atari 8-bit needed another Pac Man
clone? Wojciech "Bocianu" Bociański, that’s who. He
has programmed this new version of the classic game in
MadPascal (hence the name Pac Mad, which took me a
while to realise... doh!), with nice musical di es from
LiSU. The game was introduced at the third Ironia party
in Wysoka, Poland in August 2017 and ﬁnished in
second place to “Tensor Trzaskowskiego” which I
haven’t had me to play properly yet, so it’ll be
reviewed next issue. You can blame Bosconian for that!
So, does this game oﬀer anything diﬀerent from the
oﬃcial Pac Man games? Well, for a start, the ghosts
move faster in this one - a lot faster! These buggers can
really move, so you have to really be on your toes to
keep out of their way. The Power Pellets slow them
down but even when slowed, they are s ll about the
speed of the ghosts in regular Pac Man, so a li le more
welly is required to catch and eat them. As usual you
have to gobble up all the Pac Dots to clear each level,
but the levels get bigger and have to be scrolled up or
down to get at the other dots. The playﬁelds vary in size
and the bigger ones scroll up and down ver cally. Some
of the mazes use quite unusual designs and an online
screen editor is available to create and test your own
maze layouts.

The graphics are perfunctory, with your Pac person and
all the ghosts being simple single-colour sprites and the
backdrops are nicely enough drawn in several shades of
colour. As in the original game, random fruits appear on
each level which can gain you extra points and
shortcuts are available to skip from one edge of the
screen to another. If you get a high score, a DataMatrix
picture is displayed, which allows you to send your
score to the High Score Cafe website via a smartphone,
as shown On the right.
The game is slick, nicely presented and gameplay is fast
and furious. The graphics are good and the sound is
too. Is it addic ve? Hell, yes! Deﬁnitely a case of “just
one more go... and then I’ll wash the dishes...”
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Skool Daze, published by Microsphere in 1984 is an early
Sinclair ZX Spectrum game and is fondly remembered,
coming in at No. 4 in a list of the all me best Spectrum
games by Your Sinclair in 2004. It was a big seller and was
quickly converted to the Commodore 64, on which this Atari
version was based. Once again, the port comes from Mariusz
Wojcieszek with the original Spectrum graphics ﬁne-tuned
for the Atari by Jose Pereira. It’s great to see another old
classic from the Spectrum which uses the Atari hi-res mode
coloured with hardware sprites, as used to great eﬀect in
Saboteur and especially in Manic Miner.

if there’s a teacher around. Also, keep out of the Staﬀ Room
when there are teachers in it, or it’s more lines for you!
You will no ce coloured shields on the walls do ed around
the school. These all have to be struck by Eric or hit with a
catapult shot (deﬂected oﬀ a teacher’s noggin once you’ve
ﬂoored him with an ini al shot) and this is the ﬁrst part of
the puzzle to solve - the shields will ﬂash once ac vated.
What the shields have to do with extrica ng your report card
from the staﬀ room is anyone’s guess. You can also use other
pupils to help reach the higher placed shields: knock them
out and then use the prostrate heap as a trampoline! This
may sound a bit harsh, but then the other kids tend to get
you into all sorts of trouble by ﬁgh ng, wri ng on the
blackboard (and blaming you) and generally grassing you to
the teachers, so go ahead - wallop them!

The default game stars a schoolboy called Eric (although you
can rename him) and the aim of the game is to steal your
report card from a safe in the school staﬀ room which is,
curiously, achieved by solving various puzzles in the game.
The computer controls all the other characters. There are
four teachers: Mr Wacker (the headmaster), Mr Rocki (the
science teacher), Mr Withit (the geography teacher) and Mr
Creak (the history master). Only three of the pupils are
named: Boy Wonder (the tearaway), Angelface (the bully)
and Einstein (the swot). You can rename any or all of these
characters before star ng the game but the rest of the pupils
remain nameless. The characters communicate with the use
of comic strip speech bubbles.

Playing Skool Daze involves a bit of keyboard dexterity - the
various ac ons all involve pressing le ers on your keyboard i.e. “H” to hit, “J” for jump or “S” to stand (if you’ve been
knocked down or are seated) and some of the classes have a
shortage of seats so you have to resort to knocking another
pupil out of their seat or you end up ge ng more lines for
not si ng down. There is a fair bit of running around
involved as the playing area is rela vely small and some
rooms are walled oﬀ from each other so you o en have to go
the long way round.

During the game, the status bar at the bo om centre of the
screen will tell you which lesson you are supposed to be
a ending, or if it’s play me or dinner me. If you are caught
out of class or otherwise misbehaving, a nearby teacher will
punish you by issuing lines - and some mes quite a lot of
lines! When 10,000 lines or more are accumulated, the game
ends with your expulsion from school. You can receive lines
for all sorts of infringements, such as si ng on the ﬂoor or
simply being the nearest pupil to a teacher who has been hit
by a catapult ﬁred by another pupil, so you have to try and
prevent other pupils from ge ng you into trouble. Your boy
has his own catapult and is also capable of throwing a good
punch, but it’s best not to indulge in violence or tomfoolery

The game uses a ﬂip screen method to draw the rooms, (as
in the C64) while the Spectrum original used juddery
scrolling. The sound eﬀects are basic bleeps ported from the
C64 and there is a short tune on the tle page. One plus on
the Atari is that it runs faster than both the C64 and
Spectrum versions and it is also be er looking than the
unoﬃcial ports for the Oric (remember that?) and especially
the Amstrad version, which looks ghastly in shades of pink.
This is yet another minor miracle for the old Atari 8-bit! The
school report should say: “Terriﬁc work! Keep it up!”
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compared to the other pla orm releases. The game
program automa cally detects the extra RAM of a
130XE and uses the addi onal memory for a preshi ed / mirrored so ware sprite cache which gives
a further performance boost. As you can see on the
screenshots opposite, the Amstrad used it’s hi-res
(320x200) mode in four colours and the C64 version
uses a lower resolu on (160x200) with more colour
(and mul coloured sprites), which does look rather
nice compared to all the other versions and seems to
be a bit faster as well.

Hot on the heels of Skool Daze comes another
Spectrum conversion featuring a troublesome kid although this one is s ll in nappies (or diapers, if
you’re in the US). For all you comics fans, Jack the
Nipper is loosely based on Leo Baxendale’s Bri sh
comic strip character Sweeny Toddler, who ﬁrst
appeared in Shiver and Shake in 1973. The game was
published by Gremlin Graphics in 1986 for the ZX
Spectrum, Commodore 64, Amstrad CPC and for the
MSX, which was almost exactly the same as the
Spectrum version. As is usually the case, there was
no Atari version, although Gremlin Graphics did
produce Trailblazer and Footballer of the Year for the
Atari in the same year, before dropping support for
the machine the following year a er por ng Basil the
Mouse Detec ve. Jack the Nipper was a big success,
scoring highly in all the popular magazines, reaching
#2 in the sales charts and kept oﬀ the top spot by
Elite’s superb Ghosts and Goblins.

Jack the Nipper is a side-view ﬂip screen game with
puzzle solving and pla orm elements. The graphics
are rendered in 2D with an illusion of depth achieved
by the characters moving forward and back (or more
accurately, up and down) within the playﬁeld. High
resolu on mode has been u lised on the Atari with
hardware sprites being used to provide extra colour.
The characters are nicely drawn and animated,
although they do tend to wander around the screens
like headless chickens. There are various human
characters, who don’t seem to mind sharing their
space with two-legged dogs, ghosts, a living sock and
blobby ectoplasm things. There are around ﬁ y
diﬀerent screens to explore.

Mariusz Wojcieszek (busy man - two game ports this
issue) and Terrence Derby (Tezz) are responsible for
this Atari version, which is also faithful to the
Spectrum version, with Benn Daglish’s music and
sound eﬀects converted from the Amstrad. A lot of
me was spent rewri ng the sprite / screen engine
for a signiﬁcant increase in gameplay performance
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The loading screen is nicely done, again in hi-res
mode with sprite overlays to add the colour and the
tle page once the game loads is equally colourful
and has a nice li le tune. Other in game controls are
“H” to pause the game and “M” to toggle the music
on or oﬀ.
The aim of the game is to achieve a ra ng of “Li le
Horror” with a naugh ness level of 100%, which is
measured as a percentage on the handy
Naughtyometer under the playing area, together
with your number of lives and an “irritant diaper
derma s” meter - which measures your Nappy
Rash level. Contact with the other characters will
result in a good spanking for Jack, which increases
your rash level(!), cos ng you a life when it reaches
maximum. Ouch! You start the game with ﬁve lives.
You can carry two items at a me in your pockets.
These can be picked up or dropped by pressing keys
1 or 2. Entering rooms to the le or right is as simple
as walking through the door, but for some reason,
you have to press Enter to go through a door at the
top of the screen, which is a bit weird and perhaps
unnecessary. You can cause mischief by ﬁring your
pea shooter (once you’ve picked it up - it’s up on the
shelf on the far right of the ﬁrst screen) at some of
the marauding characters who can be temporarily
dispatched but they will always re-appear if you
leave the room and subsequently re-enter it. Li le
Jack can also a ain prodigious leaps of which Frogger
himself would be proud.
There are 18 objects to collect throughout the game
and each can be used to solve a par cular puzzle or
to be more precise, cause extreme mayhem. The
puzzles aren’t too taxing - for instance, if you pick up
the glue (which is in the Laundere e) and head for
Gummo’s Chomping Molars shop, you can use the
glue to s ck the false teeth together. Or use the horn
to terrify the sleeping cat (who is in the Police
Sta on), which will then jump onto the ceiling! Other
useful items include fer liser, soap powder, a ba ery,
a ﬂoppy disc, a credit card, a key, a po y and for the
more destruc ve toddlers among you, a bomb! So,
what are you wai ng for - get naughty!
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When I found out that The Way of the Exploding Fist had ﬁnally
become available for the 8-bit Atari, I was ini ally quite excited as I
had fond memories of playing the game on the ZX Spectrum back
in the 80s. The original actually came out for the Commodore 64
in 1985 and ended up winning Game of the Year at the Golden
Joys ck awards and was subsequently converted to the ZX
Spectrum, the Amstrad CPC, the BBC Micro and the Commodore
16, on which this version is based, which means that
unfortunately, it’s a 16k game.
On the plus side, the music on the demo mode is converted from
the Commodore 64 version and is quite superb. The jingles and
sound eﬀects are also very good - unlike the excrucia ng sound
eﬀects used in the C64 original which were lauded at the me.
However, being converted from the C16 means that the graphics
are pre y basic - if you’re expec ng anything similar to the
wonderful animated sprites (or indeed, the bone-crunching sound
eﬀects) of Interna onal Karate, don’t!
The ﬁghter graphics are pre y small and have a limited range of
moves - the acroba c jumps of the other versions are not
supported here, presumably due to memory constraints, and the
ﬂying kicks are also conspicuous by their absence. These ﬁghters
couldn’t jump one inch oﬀ the ground if their lives depended on it.
You can however, control the speed of the game by pressing keys
1-4, which range from the ponderously slow (4) to almost Bruce
Lee like speed (1). The C16 game used character graphics for the
ﬁghters, and being a direct port from that machine, there are no
Atari hardware sprites used for the combatants, which is a shame.
Although small, they are rendered in high resolu on single-colour
mode, although player 2 is heavily dithered to diﬀeren ate him
from player 1, which is a li le unfortunate, but unavoidable.
Pressing the Start key begins a game against computer opposi on.
A er defea ng your ﬁrst opponent, who is a novice, and frankly,
pre y rubbish at ﬁgh ng, you advance through the “Dan” ranks,
with two ﬁghts against each rank. I managed to reach the Fourth
Dan but the background graphics, which look okay, if a li le
cartoony (deﬁnitely not in the same class as Interna onal Karate
or indeed the Commodore 64 version of this game) didn’t change
so I assume the same background graphic is retained for every
level. I could be wrong, but considering the game is under 16k in
length, I doubt it.
The main plus point for this game is when you press the Select key
to begin a two-player matchup. This type of game is always more
enjoyable with two human players. In this mode the game is
actually playable enough, but it does become a bit tedious due to
the lack of available moves, which makes each round resemble
waddling back and forth while administering the occasional punch,
kick or leg sweep to relieve the monotony.
It’s nice to see another old classic game converted to the Atari, but
in this case, it’s probably a port of the worst version available, with
the saving grace of some excellent music, which once again,
comes courtesy of the extremely proliﬁc Miker. The game isn’t too
bad, but with the completely superb Interna onal Karate already
available for the Atari, it’s strictly no contest, if not a mismatch.
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Secretum Labyrinth: Kings Gold is a freeware tle from V61
(Video 61 and Atari Sales) programmed by Peter J. Meyer
and produced by Lance Ringquist. It requires a 64K XL/XE or
compa ble computer and is free to download as an .xex ﬁle.

The musical score is very “adventure and glory”; an epic-like
“symphony” which I really enjoyed. It seems to be just one
song, though I have probably only made it half way through
the game, but it is ﬂowing and changes, and doesn't get old
to me. It ﬁts the game and onscreen ac on appropriately.

There is confusion with some, whether this is a demo or a
full-ﬂedged game. While loading, the game calls itself a beta
/ demo. On the tle screen the game calls itself a freeware
demonstra on. It also refers to the purchasable cartridge
game as the sequel. A er playing many hours, I personally
can a est that this is a full game in it's own right. It may be
much smaller in scope to the sequel, but this is a full quest
with an ending, as large or larger than any free home-brew
tles out there. So... I asked Lance himself if he considered
it a beta, demo or full-ﬂedged game and prequel to
Secretum Labyrinth: The Legend, and he answered YES.
Well, that’s that cleared up then!
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asures that were stashed away in a hidden labyrinth to
which you found the hidden entrance. The labyrinth is
guarded by monsters and magical creatures. You must
traverse the labyrinth and retrieve the lost treasures. There
are scrolls you encounter along the way that reveal more of
the story and give hints (and adver sing). The backgrounds
and walls of the labyrinth are simple pa erns, and though
the en re map is indeed a labyrinth, the individual screens
are generally open rooms and passages of varying shapes
and sizes. There are also simple background or ﬂoor
pa erns, made up of pixels against the black background
that can be turned on or oﬀ, along with the music, at the
tle / op ons screen.

Control is responsive; you move in any of 8 direc ons with a
joys ck, and you can hold down the bu on and con nually
use or ﬁre your weapon while on the move. There are 5 (6?)
diﬀerent weapons that are chosen with the 1-5(6?) keys. If
you use an XEGM, you will need the keyboard. The game
play is an ac on RPG, a bit of a mix of Temple of Apshai,
Shamus and Berzerk. You gain experience, rise in level based
on experience, and have hit points which, if reduced to zero,
results in death. And just like in a standard RPG, hit points
also increase with experience when your level increases.
The weapons I found along the way include a sword,
hammer, bow and arrows and I believe a mace. I'm not sure
what the last one is, but also, on one adventure a 6th spot
highlighted for me but showed no weapon and when I
chose it, and used it, there is a sound eﬀect, but it didn't
seem to do damage to any monsters. The damage inﬂicted
by your weapons increases with your level. You will also ﬁnd
health po ons to restore hit points, keys to gain access to
certain doors, scrolls containing informa on, and of course
6 treasures to be found throughout the labyrinth and secret
levers that reveal hidden rooms or passages, and some mes
killing all the monsters in a room also reveals hidden doors.
There are many creatures in the game. I'd guess that I
encountered 15-20 diﬀerent creatures and monsters, which
vary in hit points and hit damage; some can move through
or ﬂy over walls, some can't. Some teleport. All monsters do
direct a acks, none have projec le a acks and many of the
usual suspects of myth and legend are represented. There
are also healing sta ons that will restore full hit points, and
level-up statues that will increase your level and hit-points if
you have enough experience points. Po ons are used when
you grab them, so if you don't need to be healed yet, leave
them and come back for them later. If you die, that's it game over; there is no con nue op on or save mode.
There are three modes of play in King's Gold; standard
quest, alternate quest and random quest, which are chosen
by pressing Select at the tle screen. Secretum Labyrinth:
Kings Gold is a fun adventure that will keep you coming back
for more, like the classic dungeon romps of old, with
enough arcade-like ac on and RPG-like adventure to please
both the RPG and ac on / arcade fan. And since it's
available as a free download, what do you have to lose?

The “new” graphics come in where the player / missile
graphics are concerned. A complex mul plexing sprite
engine, with up to a dozen sprites on-screen at once, all
animated and all mul -coloured. Though there is ﬂickering
when mul ple sprites are on the same horizontal plane,
they move extremely fast and there is absolutely no slowdown or stu ering. The sprites are detailed and smoothly
animated. I actually like the ﬂickering that occurs when your
character is swinging his sword, it makes it seem like a
ﬂickering magical energy sword. All in all, it’s a very
impressive sprite engine, and I must note that I played on a
PAL system, so NTSC may well produce less ﬂickering. I was
stunned when I ﬁrst saw so many highly animated sprites in
such a rainbow of colours.
The sound eﬀects sound alright, although a bit on the
spartan side. The monsters are silent except for their strikes
upon you, and other sound eﬀects used are for your
weapon, striking a monster and a sound when a monster is
killed. Diﬀerent sounds occur when things are picked up.
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The Legend is the sequel to King's Gold in the
Secretum Labyrinth series, with word of a third
installment on the way. Programmed by Peter J.
Meyer and produced by Lance Ringquist under the
V61 label at AtariSales.com It requires a 64K XL/XE
or compa ble computer, and a joys ck. Users with
an XE Games Console will require the separate
keyboard.
The story: over a millennia ago lived a Knight named
Payton. His Kingdom was invaded and the King had
his treasures hidden in a Labyrinth Dungeon. With
the help of a sorcerer, monsters and passages were
created to protect the King's wealth. I must admit I'm
a bit confused if the Knight (Payton) is the King or
not, and if not, where this Payton guy comes into the
picture or what he has to do with anything. Maybe
these things will come to light through the many
scrolls hidden throughout the labyrinth. I'll leave that
for you to discover for yourself. Your character was
following the legends when he bought a box with
two items inside that looked like they ﬁt together.
When he connected the parts together, he was
transported to the Labyrinth Dungeon. There are 16
treasures for you to ﬁnd to complete your quest.
May the spirit of Sir Payton shine on you!
Graphically, The Legend is very similar to King's Gold.
Older style simple background graphics, open rooms
of various sizes and shapes, with simple pa erns on
walls - sort of like Shamus, but it uses sprite
mul plexing with use of Display List Interrupts for
very colourful monsters which are also well animated
and move very fast. The sprites are re-drawn,
recoloured and animated with be er results than in
King's Gold. There is s ll a lot of ﬂickering when
mul ple sprites are on the same horizontal plane,
but the ac on never slows down - a tour-de-force of
so ware mul plexing on the humble 8-bit Atari. I'm
stunned at the fast animated ac on and rainbow of
colours of the many onscreen monsters.
Audio is mono only, including sound eﬀects and
music, which changes from area to area in the
labyrinth to go with the ac on, which is a big change
from the single song (though with changing parts) of
the prequel, King's Gold. However, I didn't hear a
single jingle in The Legend that I thought came close
to the quality of the mul -part symphony in King's
Gold. King's Gold had an epic symphonic sounding
song which seems to have been thrown out for
mood-se ng jingles. You decide which you prefer,
but I preferred the King's Gold music.
Sound eﬀects are smart and eﬀec ve, yet s ll a bit
spartan, like King's Gold. It would have been nice if
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some of the monsters made noises. The sounds
include weapon strikes upon monsters or yourself
and li le sort of explosions / implosions when
monsters die - and simple sounds for picking up
items and whatnot.
Game play is an ac on RPG. It's very arcade
oriented, more like Venture on steroids than Temple
of Apshai with the ac on, but with some RPG
quali es in the stats, with hit-points, experience and
character level, and your weapons also grow more
powerful and faster as you gain levels. Other RPG
quali es are secret passages to ﬁnd, riddles to solve
(through the scrolls), and treasure and keys to ﬁnd.
You also get restart points along the way, so you
don't have to start all the way back at the beginning
of the labyrinth (like in King's Gold) if you have
encountered such an area. Another diﬀerence
between The Legend and King's Gold is that in The
Legend, you don't automa cally use health po ons
when you pick them up, but can hold up to three of
them in your inventory and use them at will by
pressing the “P” key.
To gain levels you must encounter wisdom idols. If
you have enough experience, you gain however
many levels and added hit-points as you have
experience to achieve. There are also healing idols in
the labyrinth. Progress requires you to ﬁnd diﬀerent
coloured keys for diﬀerent doors. Quest comple on
requires all 16 treasures to be found. Scrolls will give
you hints in your quest, con nue the story, and also
provide riddles that must be solved to progress.
There are 36 diﬀerent monsters to encounter in The
Legend, ranging in hit-points and damage they inﬂict.
Some can pass through or over walls, some cannot,
and again, some can teleport. All the classics are
here from skeletons and ghosts, to griﬀons and
dragons and all the usual suspects of legend, lore
and horror are represented. You can acquire up to 6
weapons including a sabre, hammer, bow and arrow,
knives, magic wand and a water bucket. These are
accessible once you acquire them with the 1-6 keys.
As with King's Gold, there are three modes of play;
standard quest, alternate quest, and random quest.
Accessible at the tle screen with the SELECT key. So
it's got loads of replay-ability for many hours and
years to come. Again, as in King’s Gold, you can turn
the in-game music on or oﬀ at the tle screen with
the OPTION key. Overall, Secretum Labyrinth: The
Legend takes what started with Kings Gold to the
next level in just about every way - it is an addic ve
arcade ac on RPG not quite like anything you've
played on the Atari 8-bit before. It loses a couple of
points for the simple backgrounds, but otherwise is a
pre y top-notch game.
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Amokbots is an original cartridge manufactured and
sold exclusively by Video 61 under the “V61”
publishing label. Programmed and designed by Peter
J. Meyer and produced by Lance Ringquist, it is
compa ble with all Atari 8-bit computers with at
least 48k of memory.

computer voice synthesis. There is no music, but that
is also in line with the classic Berzerk and Frenzy.
Movement is in 8 direc ons with the joys ck, as is
shoo ng, but you must hold the bu on and press
the joys ck in the direc on you want to shoot.
Control is responsive and the Space bar pauses the
ac on. Select returns you to the tle screen but also
chooses the game mode while on the tle screen.
Game play is and isn't what you would expect: there
are four modes to choose from; easy, normal,
challenger and arcade. Arcade mode, the mode I ﬁnd
most fun, is right on the money with Berzerk and
Frenzy, except for the lack of the bouncing evil
“emo con” that would come a er you if you stayed
in one room too long. Rooms are random in arcade
mode and the ac on gets fran c quickly as you go up
a level of diﬃculty with each room.

The story is what you expect - the same story told for
genera ons now; the robots were made to service
man and over me their ar ﬁcial intelligence
“evolves” and they either turn around and enslave
mankind or just want to eradicate them! This is the
enslave man version, due to a virus introduced to
robot troops in the midst of war. You are part of the
human resistance, which for all others beside you,
Pete Argon, seems to mean a resistance to actually
ﬁght for their freedom, so they send you, Pete Argon,
in - with one gun. No, it's not a special or powerful
gun, it’s really just a pea-shooter. Thank you very
much, rest of mankind!
Graphically Amokbots hails back to the golden age of
the arcade, as in such tles as Berzerk and Frenzy.
This is on purpose in homage to those games, and
was originally planned to be a spiritual sequel to
those classics, but grew to be more than that.
However, it uses an advanced sprite mul plexor, so
there are far more enemies on-screen than the 8-bit
computer version of Berzerk, and possibly even more
than the original arcade game.
Also, Amok Bots is more colourful than Berzerk, as
Frenzy was. The average seems to be, including your
character, over a dozen animated sprites, and more
than a dozen colours. The background / wall colours
change from screen to screen, and are slightly more
detailed than Berzerk or Frenzy. You get that classic
“electriﬁed” eﬀect if your character is killed.
Sprites are mono-coloured but they do have detailed
anima on. The down side is that there is ﬂickering of
the sprites when too many are on the same
horizontal plane, but that's expected and well worth
all the extra sprites, in my opinion. I'm using a PAL
machine though, so there is probably less ﬂicker on
NTSC machines. There is text based stat line at the
top of the screen and the rest of the screen is all
game window.
Audio is sound eﬀects only, which includes laserblaster sound, similar to Berzerk, from you and the
bots. There is also the electriﬁed death sound and an
electriﬁed sound for force-ﬁeld walls but that's it for
sound eﬀects. Unfortunately we don't get any classic

The other modes are more adventure based. The
diﬀerent rooms stay the same and if you back-track,
you go back into the rooms you already completed or
le . If you die, you are placed back in the ﬁrst room
and you have to go back through rooms you've
already completed to make it back to where you
died, where you essen ally le oﬀ. This is a very
annoying waste of me, IMHO, and it should just
start you where you le oﬀ.
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I didn't keep count, but it seems there are about a
dozen rooms to complete, at least on the ﬁrst level,

and you reach a room with a “boss” bot that can take
more damage before you kill him. Even if there are
other bots le , the level is completed when you
destroy him and you move on to the next level. Each
game level gets a li le bit harder, but unlike the
arcade games, each level has many rooms and a boss
bot to kill.
In the game you can only ﬁre one shot of your gun at
a me and un l it hits something, you can't shoot
again. The blast will deﬂect oﬀ some walls and there
can be two deﬂec ons in total before the shot stops.
Walls that your shot deﬂects oﬀ could be separated
by the full length of the screen and the shot will go
back and forth across the room and you are helpless
but to run un l the shot is ﬁnished and you can
shoot again. Luckily, only one bot can shoot at a
me, and their shot has to ﬁnish too, before that bot
or another can shoot again. Bots start out slow and
lethargic, but in-between shot rates and movement
increase with level. Maybe they can shoot more than
a shot at a me in the higher levels than I've go en
to, though?
You do not get electriﬁed for touching walls in
Amokbots, as in Berzerk, but there are force-ﬁelds
that go on and oﬀ and these will electrocute you.
Some walls can be shot through, like in Frenzy. Some
bots can move through walls and other cannot. Like
your player, the bots can move and shoot in 8
direc ons too.
You start the game with 7 lives, extra lives being
awarded at 2000 points and then every 5000 points
therea er. You lose a life by touching a bot, ge ng
shot by a bot, or touching a force-ﬁeld. There are 8
diﬀerent types of bots you will encounter (not
including the boss bots) in the non-arcade modes of
the game.
The bots are as follows: Omega78 orange Sentry
Droid (75 points), Beta34 blue Walking Robot (100),
Rho47 white Roving robot (125), Psi24 purple
Hovering Bot (150), Gamma52 green Insect Droid
(175), Sigma14 cyan Two-eyed Unit (200), Kappa001
yellow Cyborg Head (250), Omega101 purple Master
Robot, and other Bosses?
Overall, Amok Bots is an excellent tribute and
spiritual successor to Berzerk and Frenzy in arcade
mode, and a bit more of an adventure-shooter with
mul -room levels and bosses in the other modes.
Either way, there's some classic style gaming
goodness to be had, with the game style harking
back to a simpler age and it pulls it oﬀ pre y well. If
you like classic arcade shooters like Berzerk, you'll
like Amok Bots.
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Retronics Collector’s Edition Set 1 by David Sherwin
Several months ago, I saw a post on the AtariAge forums
from a member who was oﬀering a set of games for sale.
They were Polish games, Jurek Dudek explained, and
part of a series that was celebra ng the best of them
from the 1990s. I’d sort of heard of some of the so ware
houses, like L.K. Avalon, as I’d acquired a few disks from
other collectors over the years, but hadn’t been really
impressed with them, packaged as they were in cheap
plas c outer cases that were slowly dissolving the
ﬂoppies inside. I hadn’t heard of ASF or Mirage, two
other Polish so ware houses that produced, as it turns
out, some pre y amazing games during that era. I
decided to go for the en re ﬁrst lot of Retronics’
“Collector’s Series” and got my games about a month
later. And boy, were they worth the wait!

Sadly, the “Collector’s Edi on” has not been a strong
seller and future plans are now in doubt. Retronics has
said that they had planned to release a total of 100
games in the series, and that they represent the best of
Polish gaming. I can only hope that we give them enough
incen ve to allow them to carry through. Now on to the
“Collector Series” games…

What makes these games so fascina ng to me, a
Canadian A8 owner and user since 1983, is that the
“Collector’s Edi on” represents a missing genera on of
Atari games that North Americans didn’t get to
experience during the commercial life me of the Atari 8bit computers. There are virtually no NTSC pla ormers,
point-and-click graphic adventures, and advanced sidescrolling shooters because the North American market
died around 1988, just as these gaming genres became
popular on other compe ve systems. In Poland,
though, it’s apparent that game development for the A8
pla orm proceeded apace with game development for
more advanced 16-bit systems, and some of the
graphical styles and music popular in 16-bit games were
reproduced here to jaw-dropping eﬀect. Jurek says that
the Atari 8-bit was the most popular computer pla orm
in Poland in the early ‘90s, and so the A8 got the best
coders and games for the 8-bits. Some of the more
successful tles were eventually ported to other
systems, like the C64 and the Amiga, but the Atari 8-bit
was usually ﬁrst. That in itself must have been unique in
the home computer wars!

1. Klatwa – “The Curse”
In a nutshell: It’s like a Sierra On-Line Graphic Adventure
for the 8-bits! Well, sort of. When the 8-bit game market
in North America began to collapse in the mid-‘80s,
nothing made me more envious of the emerging 16-bit
systems than the new, exci ng graphic adventures that
were released to take advantage of these machines’
advanced graphic and sound capabili es. I mean, I
almost caved in and bought an ST with my allowance
when I saw screenshots from King’s Quest, but migh ly
resisted all dark urges that came my way. Well that’s
great, I’d think, but I’m not giving up my Atari 800. Back
to Joust for me! Surely the A8, with its late ‘70s
computer architecture, isn’t remotely powerful enough
for one of these adventures, right? Wrong!

Jurek Dudek has treated each of the ten games in the
“Collector’s Edi on” with great care and a en on.
Packaging is outstanding and the material therein is, in
some cases, pre y much essen al to successful
gameplay, even if the text is in Polish. Each game is
contained in a sturdy outer corrugated box; inside
players will ﬁnd a detailed game map, a “thank you” to
Atari fans (in Polish), and a quick reference card. The
inner box is then contained in an outer box and a dust
sleeve. It’s pre y similar what you would’ve found in a
release from Sierra On-Line or Infocom in the late ‘80s
and deﬁnitely gives these games the feel of a high-end
purchase. Believe me, if you acquired any of L.K. Avalon’s
disk releases that were packaged in ﬂimsy plas c sleeves
with simple squares of instruc ons, you’ll ﬁnd the
“Collector’s Edi on” stunning.
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Klatwa (“The Curse”, 1991 L.K. Avalon) ably
demonstrates exactly what can be achieved when coders
either don’t care about a computer’s limita ons and are
skilled enough to overcome them, or don’t have any
other choice. Or perhaps both issues were a factor for
L.K. Avalon in the early ‘90’s: Jurek Dudek tells me that
the Atari 8-bit, with its rela vely limited specs, was the

most popular computer pla orm at the me. It’s
probable, though, that modern gamers would have
approached its games for the A8 expec ng the
sophis cated graphics and music that were prevalent on
compe ng (and more technologically advanced) systems.
To my surprise, Klatwa (largely) pulls oﬀ this magic trick.

perhaps Miecze Valdgira, but it remains a singular
example of an eﬀec ve graphic point-and-click
adventure for the Atari 8-bits.
Graphics: 9/10
Music/Sound: 7.5/10
NTSC compa ble? Problems may or will be
encountered; hacked versions available.
Gameplay 9/10
Overall 9/10

Ok, here’s my disclaimer for this game: Klatwa was
cracked ages ago, and there are at least four versions of
it ﬂoa ng around the ‘net. Some very nice person (or
group of people) hacked the original PAL game to work
with NTSC machines, and it’s this version - and not the
Retronics disk game that came in the package - that I
played. I couldn’t get my Retronics game to run, and it
seems reasonable to assume that some NTSC gamers
may experience diﬃculty playing this version of the
game. There’s also a version of the game with hacked,
translated English text, but I wasn’t able to ﬁnd a copy of
it for tes ng.
Klatwa is a typical point-and-click graphic ‘quest’ game there’s not much unique here - but it’s s ll pre y neat to
see it playing on our lowly A8s. The screen is divided into
two por ons: the upper por on is the playing ﬁeld, while
the lower part of the screen contains the text box from
which gamers select game op ons. Gamers use a cursor
(in the form of an arrow) to either move the player
around the screen or to access the op on text-box.
Controls are similar to that in Magia: you select objects
of interest on the screen (such as books or treasure
chests), and then access the text box to select an op on
to let you examine or use that object. It’s not the fastest
system, and led me to vague feelings of rage and
frustra on, but it does the job in its own arthri c,
unlovely way. Sadly, I could not get Klatwa to work with a
mouse, which would have been op mal for this game.

2. Miecze Valdgira
In a nutshell: Shadow of the Beast meets Castlevania.
Awesome! Miecze Valdgira (ASF) is Jurek Dudek’s
favourite game in the ﬁrst ten tles of the “Collector’s
Edi on” re-releases. Of course it is! With its combina on
of fast ac on, problem solving, and an intriguing
storyline, this is one of the highlights of Polish gaming of
the ‘90s and, really, of the en re system itself. Your
character is an adept of magic who has decided to
explore a castle that was cursed by a powerful sorcerer
before his death. While I’m a li le sketchy on the rest of
the details (thank you, Wikipedia!) you have to recover
ﬁve pieces of a pentagram in order to break the curse.

Klatwa’s game map is included as a poster in Retronics’
release, and it’s a necessity here, as the castle is quite
large and it’s easy to get lost without mapping out the
playing area. The original L.K. Avalon disk version of
Klatwa came packaged in a ﬂimsy plas c sleeve with no
map and minimal instruc ons, and I cannot tell you how
wonderful it was to play the game again with a complete
map in a professional package. It’s almost like it’s a
diﬀerent (be er) game.
Graphics are monochroma c but impressive. Players
don’t have free movement around the room - pick a
point of interest, and the game automa cally moves the
player to that point - but anima ons are smooth and the
pseudo 3D perspec ve is done really, really well here.
The in-game music is simple, but eﬀec ve, and is largely
unobtrusive during gameplay.
Klatwa is an amazing feat of programming and a pre y
fun game, too. While not the most entertaining of
Retronics’ “Collector’s Edi on” series of games - that
award must be given to the amazing Hans Kloss or
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You play an ugly li le troll or demon (transformed from
human by the sorcerer?) who, naturally enough in a
cursed castle, encounters many hazards and enemies
throughout his quest to retrieve the ﬁve pieces of the
pentagram. Fortunately, your character isn’t helpless, as
he’s able to spit ﬂames from his mouth in order to roast
his enemies. Fire breath isn’t always enough to defeat
enemies, so a combina on of stealth, ming, and ﬁring
may be required to advance through screens. If that isn’t

enough, there are a number of ‘dead end’ rooms which
conceal secret passages that can be revealed by blowing
them up with explosives (found at a number of points
through the game). The included high-quality map is of
great assistance in planning strategy without having to
map out the en re castle oneself.

ﬂipped the Commando concept on its side and turned it
into a side-scrolling shooter instead of an overhead
blaster. It’s s ll just as much a - ahem - blast, and new
challenges are created by the scrolling ac on and the
inclusion of diﬀerent types of enemies and / or covers.
Some of the levels scroll from the le and some scroll
from the right - and this means that you can’t necessarily
employ the same strategies for all of the levels. Gamers
have a perspec ve on the ﬁeld that looks down the sight
of a (machine gun), and enemy combatants pop up (and
try to kill you!) as you scroll across each level. In the
mean me, armoured vehicles and helicopters will roll or
ﬂy around, and generally try to kill you. Fun!

Graphics are amazing and amongst the best seen in a
scrolling pla ormer. The player is large and detailed and
the anima on is nice and smooth. Enemies ﬂy in detailed
forma ons, and each type of enemy has a dis nc ve
ﬂight / hover pa ern that’s both a treat for the eyes and
a pain for the wrists. Typical ASF graphical trademarks,
such as elves and dragons, are sca ered throughout the
castle. I’ve seen video longplays of ports of this game to
16-bit systems, and while there’s an obvious upgrade to
the graphics and music, and it’s not as striking as you
might think, which just goes to show you what a stellar
job the coders did for the original A8 game.

Interspersed with enemy soldiers are a number of noncombatants such as civilians and EMS (here represented
by old- mey looking nurses carrying a stretcher), which
are all amusingly animated and whom you obviously
shouldn’t target. I couldn’t help myself from popping oﬀ
a few shots at them on occasion, though. Mwah ha ha!

Miecze Valdgira spawned a sequel (which is, if anything,
even more impressive graphically) that is planned for a
later release… if the “Collector’s Edi ons” con nue. Let’s
hope it does - I was simply amazed with this one.
Graphics: 9/10
Controls: 9/10
NTSC compa ble? Yes

I’d also like to extend a 25 year-old thanks to Mirage for,
ﬁnally, including bilingual instruc ons on the tle screen.
I know you don’t really need them in a shooter, but it
lets Anglo players get right to the heart of the ac on,
and properly acknowledge the people who worked on
this game, too. Also nice and of note: Opera on Blood
comes on a red ﬂoppy, a change from Retronics’ black
standard disk. Ammo and health are, needless to say, in
limited supply, and while you can pick up more on the
ba leﬁeld, there’s some strategy involved in the game.
Do you shoot the tanks and helicopters ﬁrst, or get to
that ammo pack? It’s decisions like these that make or
break any blaster, and it all works here.

Music/Sound 8.5/10
Gameplay 9.5/10
Overall: 10/10

The graphics are interes ng and a joy to behold. Enemies
are scaled, which just isn’t something that I’m used to in
an Atari 8-bit game. Large and detailed enemy soldiers
appear in the foreground (should I admit that I like to
shoot them in the crotch?), and much smaller ones
appear in the background near buildings. It lends the
game a very impressive false sense of perspec ve that
really does give the impression that the playing ﬁeld is
much deeper than it actually is. There’s also a
surprisingly wide variety of enemy combatants, such as
the “large” soldiers down to the “rollers” who, well, roll
across the screen only to pop up and start shoo ng at
unexpected and inopportune mes. The graphics
capabili es shown on the computer seem to be much,
much more demanding than they are in Commando,
which makes the fact that it works this well all the more
impressive.

3. Opera on Blood
In a nutshell: It’s a clone of Taito’s 1987 arcade smash hit
Opera on Wolf. Polish so ware house Mirage (1992)
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When I ﬁrst played Opera on Blood I thought “this
would make a hell of a lightgun game!”. And then I
thought of my horribly inaccurate XG-1 (last used for
Crime Busters), and realized that this would have been a
terrible, terrible idea. I have since discovered that a Light
Gun version of Opera on Blood was actually released,

but I have never played it, so I am not really in a
posi on to say whether it was an improvement.
Joys ck control is pre y precise, although my seven
year-old found that he couldn’t centre the joys ck
(and ﬁring sights). Yes, yes, I know this isn’t a game for
children, but I couldn’t ﬁnd a working copy of Mr. Do!
for him, okay? The map included with the instruc ons
isn’t terribly necessary for this SSS, but it’s s ll nice to
have and acts as a preview or incen ve for weaker
players (hand raised here) who may ﬁnd themselves
to be challenged by the game’s diﬃculty.

was released commercially in 2012. Too bad that this
one hasn’t been given English sub tles. Damn you,
YouTube!
I didn’t have much luck with the handsome (Polish)
instruc ons, but this is essen ally, you know,
Impossible Mission, and controls aren’t too diﬃcult to
decipher - even for non-Polish speakers (all in-game
text is in Polish). The game includes a beau ful fullcolour map of the stronghold which makes
strategising and gameplay much easier (and not to
men on more fun). As Hans, the player must navigate
his way through a Nazi stronghold in order to steal
top-secret plans and, of course, save the world.
Wikipedia is my friend! The plans have been
dissembled into their component parts and hidden
throughout the stronghold: Hans must traverse roving
‘ﬂoor mines’, locked doors, physical barriers, and
elevators / li s in order to collect all the missing
pieces and reassemble them into a working picture.
You’ll get a glimpse of the en re plan every me you
ﬁnd a piece of it.

My only gripe with Opera on Blood is that the game
re-loads, by disk, every me you die. With the advent
of ﬂash drives and SIDE carts, I’d forgo en what it was
like in the days when it was just me, my 800, and my
1050 drive… and those long load mes aren’t a bonus.
S ll, I had to grit my teeth and suck it up, as I haven’t
found a .XEX ﬁle for this one, and the game is just that
good that it’s worth all the wai ng.
Graphics: 9/10
Controls: 9/10
NTSC compa ble?: Yes

Music/Sound: 9/10
Gameplay: 9.5/10
Overall: 9.5/10

Naturally, Hans can’t rely on his amazing good looks
and charm to get past the numerous gaming hazards,
and gamers who forgo the included map will have to
map out screens if they wish to advance through it.
This isn’t an arduous task, but it also doesn’t suit
impa ent, trigger-happy gamers who just want a
spla erfest. Despite its looks and obvious inﬂuence,
this isn’t Wolfenstein, people! Planning and strategy not weapons skills - are the virtues that are rewarded
here. Hans may be tough, but he leaks “health”
(composed of two separate elements) like a sieve, and
unnecessary and wasteful moves will quickly kill him.
It’s annoying as hell, but quickly gets across the point
that strategy is supreme in Hans Kloss.
Controls are something of a letdown. Pla ormers
aren’t that much fun if jumping and moving around is
too diﬃcult, and too o en Hans died a nasty death
when I couldn’t move him up to the next pla orm.
Precision jumping o en works only rarely and only
when me isn’t an issue, and it quickly devolves into
an exercise in frustra on when you’re trying to beat
the clock. You know what I’m talking about here, folks.
Joys ck response also tends to be sluggish and
unresponsive - or at least it is on my machine. Hans is
slow, and that, more than anything else, made me
want to quit the game in frustra on. I’m not sure if
this is a NTSC transla on glitch, but it’s quite
aggrava ng.

4. Hans Kloss
In a nutshell: It’s Impossible Mission. With Nazis!
Finally - I’ve discovered that someone actually coded
Impossible Mission for the Atari 8-bit family! And
turned it into a World War II themed treasure hunt!
Actually, Hans Kloss is even cooler than that: it’s a
game based upon a ﬁc ous Polish hero who was
featured in the popular serial Stawka większa niż życie
(please don’t ask me to pronounce that) and in
mul ple other drama za ons, including a movie that
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The graphics really are top-notch here and contain
many amusing touches. Hans does, for instance,
recharge by picking up “good” health powerups
(coﬀee and (turkey?) drums cks), while “poisoned”
food results in an animated Hans very visibly throwing
it back up. 8-bit anima on at its ﬁnest! The stronghold

is also decorated with miniature Nazi iconography and
portraitures, which does lend the game its sense of place
and purpose, much as it does in the Wolfenstein games.
Hans is recognizable as a uniformed soldier, and gaming
graphics are crisp and detailed. There’s even a nicelydrawn tle screen illustra ng a (smoking) Kloss, and
you’ll get another if the game is successfully completed.
Kloss didn’t like my modded NTSC 600XL very much,
though, and I saw the occasional graphical glitch pop up
in gameplay.

All instruc ons are in Polish, as is standard for these
releases, but the gaming environment and standard
controls will be familiar enough to allow most gamers to
start playing without too much trouble. You are,
apparently, the Sorceress Isis, and must traverse four
diﬀerent areas (collec ng various items along the way) in
order to complete your quest. Isis is the most detailed
character I’ve seen in an Atari 8-bit game, and she’s
large, dis nct, and beau fully animated. Her hair
actually moves when she jumps - amazing! Most of the
game’s graphics are equally impressive, although it’s
likely that most gamers will be spending their me trying
to avoid being killed by all the enemies to be impressed
by how pre y they all look. When Isis dies (and she will,
frequently), though, players are treated to a very nice
anima on where she does a double face-palm and
disappears. Weird, but pre y - just like the rest of the
game.

It’s clear that the coders here wanted to develop a game
with modern (circa 1992) gameplay, graphics, and pre y
decent in-game music, and it’s remarkable to the extent
that they succeeded with computer architecture from
1979. If the game had been released in NTSC markets,
and slightly graphically retooled as an Indiana Jones or
Wolfenstein branded adventure, this would have been a
sure-ﬁre interna onal hit. But Hans Kloss is a winner by
any standard and deserves repeated gameplay.

Oh yeah, that - Dwie Wieze is almost impossibly,
ridiculously hard, and I was only able to make some
headway in the game by playing one of the cracked
versions that oﬀers unlimited lives. Innumerable
obstacles can be navigated only with precise ming and
exquisite control (and not to men on the need for a topnotch joys ck), and the game quickly deteriorates into
an arduous slog. Is this an NTSC thing? Am I just a
terrible gamer? I’d doubt my own abili es, but a view of
some of the gameplay videos that have been posted on
YouTube show that mastery of this game seems to elude
most players.

TIP: Can’t seem to win? The Secret Plans have been
sca ered into twenty separate pieces - eleven form the
text and nine comprise the picture - and you’ll need to
ﬁnd all of them in order to complete your mission.
Careful use of food items - don’t gorge! - will ensure that
you have enough energy to last the en re mission. Take
all keys that you ﬁnd, and remember that some rooms
can only accessed by falling down four or ﬁve levels (you
won’t be hurt) or by going through locked doors that
only seem to lead to dead ends.
Graphics 9/10
Music/Sound 8/10
Controls 7/10
Gameplay 9.5/10
NTSC compa ble? Some graphic glitches
Overall 10/10

Dwie Wieze isn’t a broken game - far from it - but it only
rewards the most pa ent, exac ng gamer. The rest of us
can only look at all of the pre y pictures and dream
what we might see next - if only we had the pa ence, or
skill - to get there.
Graphics: 10/10
Controls 6/10
NTSC compa ble? Yes

5. Dwie Wieze
In a nutshell: What the hell? I really, really wanted to
love this game. Dwie Wieze or “Two Towers” (ASF, 1993)
has to have the best graphics I’ve ever seen on any 8-bit
pla ormer not speciﬁcally programmed for the VBXE.
The graphics are that good. It’s such a pity that the game
is terribly let down by poor controls and mediocre
gameplay.
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Music/Sound 8/10
Gameplay 6/10
Overall 6/10

6. Caveman
In a nutshell: A Paleolithic Pla ormer. Caveman (Mirage,
1993) is a simple pla ormer where gameplay is reduced

up items to complete his quest, but they all have many
of the same hazards and play much the same. The caves,
with their boring med jumping sequences, were by far
my least favourite part of a game that doesn’t come with
many highlights in the ﬁrst place.
Graphics: 6.5/10
Music/Sound: 6/10
Controls: 5/10
Gameplay: 6/10
NTSC compa ble? Some graphic glitches
Overall: 6/10

7. Fred
In a nutshell: It may look like a cartoon, but he’s not a
Flintstone. Fred (L.K. Avalon, 1991) is the pla ormer that
Caveman wishes it was. While its concept is somewhat
bizarre - and controls somewhat counterintui ve - this is
a far superior eﬀort.

to a survivalist treasure hunt. You can’t - as far as I can
tell - shoot or kill any of the game’s innumerable
enemies, and most of the game’s physical obstacles will
harm the player’s health or kill him on contact. For a
hulking brute, this Caveman is pre y fragile. So much for
the touted health beneﬁts of the “caveman” diet!

Fred, like Caveman, is a side scrolling pla orm with nice
graphics. Except that you’re not naked in this game!
A er a fairly nice (if bland) opening screen, we’re oﬀ and
- what the heck? It looks like Fred’s got himself stuck
inside of some bizarre cactus land ﬁlled with green
menaces that look an awful lot like frogs. And since I
can’t read Polish, and therefore the nice included
instruc ons, I’m s cking with frogs. Fortunately Fred,
unlike the tular Caveman, can ﬁght back, and has a
limited supply of rocks and, later, something that looks a
lot like a water sprayer (or an air horn) with which he can
kill the “frogs”. I’m not sure why water would kill frogs,
but work with me, people! Fred can ramp up his oﬀence
by ﬁnding addi onal objects along his route, such as
more powerful weapons (including dynamite, which kills
all enemies on the screen), shields, and extra lives. Each
weapon is eﬀec ve against a certain range of enemies,
and it’s useful to have an assortment of items as you
work your way through each level, although none of
them are ul mately as useful as the shields and “water
spray”. Bonus items are hidden in what look like, um,
piles of poo, although I’m sure that it’s meant to be
something much more elegant. Some items are also
hidden in jugs / amphorae, and Fred must hit both the
“poo” and the jugs in order to discover what items might
be hidden in each container.

Caveman is a standard pla ormer. What’s not to like in
that, right? The answer is, unfortunately, “quite a lot”.
The problem isn’t precisely the graphics: Polish games
from the ‘90s - as we’ve seen with the rest of this
collec on - look pre y spiﬀy, and our hero is suitably
well-muscled (not to men on naked). The backgrounds
are ﬁne - plants and animals are at least visible - but
certain hazards are hard to discern and even harder to
avoid. There are these… things (I can’t be more speciﬁc
than that) on the ground on many of the levels, and
they’re incredibly hard to spot because they tend to
blend into the background. I would be more impressed if
they appeared to be part of the game’s overall diﬃculty,
but their distribu on seems to be chancy and they’re
haphazardly placed through the game. It makes the
game harder than it should be, and at the same me
makes it less fun. It’s quite annoying.
Caveman alternates between day and night screens (at
later stages in the game), and this provides some graphic
variety even if gameplay doesn’t change that much.
Many of the screens also contain mul ple levels, and
ladders to reach them, although it’s not clear that there’s
anything of value in or on the upper levels of most of
them. Caveman also has to enter caves in order to pick
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Each of the ten levels is fairly varied, and there are a

TIP: Can’t get through a certain hazard? Use your
shields! Fred is impervious to cac when using his
shields, and you may ﬁnd that you have to walk through
cactus plants in order to collect bonus items at the end
of each level.
Graphics: 8/10
Controls: 8/10
NTSC compa ble? Yes

Music/Sound: 8/10
Gampelay: 8/10
Overall: 8/10

number of diﬀerent types of enemies and obstacles
sca ered throughout the game to keep things
interes ng, such as the ever-present frogs and birds. Or
are they bats? The levels have dis nct themes, such as
“desert” and “underwater”. There’s also Level 8, which
includes a message (in Polish) to gamers that is cleverly
spelled out in the level’s rock walls. Instruc ons include a
full-colour map of all ten levels which makes planning
your route through the game a breeze.
There’s a nice pacing to the physical obstacles in the
game as well, with standard precision- ming obstacles as
well as spa al puzzles that must be solved by using a
combina on of ming, climbing, jumping, and ﬁring. In
addi on, some obstacles require use of speciﬁc items
rarely found in the game. I won’t spoil the surprise
beyond sta ng that you’ve got to collect and hoard as
many shields as you can in order to complete the game.
The end of each level requires gamers to collect a set
number of “bonus” objects in order to advance to the
next stage, and it’s a nice level of addi onal complexity
that elevates this pla ormer beyond a simple run-andjump exercise.
Graphics are large and cartoony and generally pleasing
to the eye, although the pale e is kind of sour and dour.
I wasn’t expec ng B.C.’s Quest for Tires here, but some
colour varia on would have been nice. The in-game
music is also eﬀec ve and remains quite enjoyable even
a er repeated listens. That’s something when you
consider that you might be playing Fred for hours on
end. It’s also something that was missing from most
North American releases, and it’s interes ng to see how
much it increases the enjoyment level of general
gameplay.

8. Kult
In a nutshell: it’s the secret Love Child of Zybex and
Scramble! And totally badass! Now this is my type of
game: a side-scrolling shooter with some awesome (if
monochroma c) graphics and cool music. And throw
away those manuals! (or, in this case, just keep them in
the box). I suppose that there are a few gamers out there
who have grown up solely on games like “Solitaire” and
“Shanghai”… but you know you’re not one of them. It’s
me to bring out the big guns, and Kult (another stunner
from ASF, 1992) gives you plenty of them and doesn’t
waste any me with tutorials or playthroughs. The ease
of learning was also a nice change of pace, as there’s no
need to translate the handsome instruc on card from
Polish.

The Atari 8-bit family sure didn’t get a lot of pla ormers
during its commercial life - especially in North America and it’s interes ng to see that some companies did try to
ﬁll this very large hole in its library with interes ng and
innova ve games. While Fred certainly isn’t going to
make anyone forget Super Mario Land or the bazillions
of other pla ormers that came in its wake, it’s a pre y
good eﬀort and a great way to spend some me on the
Atari 8-bit.

There’s a basic plot here, but all I can tell you is that it
involves something about a helicopter. A Super
Helicopter! That hovers without user input (the enemies
are enough for me)! And pulverizes enemies with a wide
assortment of weapons! Awesome. In Kult, like most SSS
games, the player controls a vessel that begins from the
le -side of the screen and progresses to the right while
avoiding physical barriers and enemy targets. The pre y
buildings in the lower half of the screen aren’t merely
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to explore - and am deﬁnitely making room for this gem
in my permanent collec on. Kult worked ﬂawlessly on
my NTSC machine.
Graphics 9/10
Controls 8/10
NTSC compa ble? Yes

eye-candy in Kult: they’re also obstacles that will blow
your ‘copter apart if you touch them. Palm trees, sand
dunes, and gravestone crosses (all rendered clearly and
beau fully in hi-res, I might add) are apparently a lot
deadlier than they look… and it’s easy to be distracted by
them, because the graphical environment here, as is
typical in an ASF game, is fantas c. At the same me,
you’ll have to avoid waves of enemies that approach in
forma on and undulate hypno cally back and forth
across the screen. One AtariAge forum member
described it as “very Zybex”. Which it is… if Zybex were in
black and white. Each stage has a diﬀerent theme, such
as the “country and city” theme of Stage 1, or the
“Desert” of Stage 2, and the graphics are beau fully
drawn. There are nice li le graphic details throughout
the game, and I found myself constantly distracted (and
ﬂying into obstacles!) by all the pre y sights. And there
are lots of things going on in the screen, which is divided
into the playing area and your helicopter’s display. Each
level has a boss, which is large, nicely detailed, and
suitably diﬃcult to defeat. Okay, it’s the same boss at the
end of every stage, but it’s nice to see this feature
included on an A8 game.

9. Magia (“Magic”)
In a nutshell: It’s Airball! It’s Knight Lore! Wait - what the
hell is it? Magia (Mirage, 1993) looks like the results of
an exo c breeding experiment involving the amazing A8
conversion of Knight Lore (see the review in Excel No. 1)
and Airball. It also plays like, well, a point-and-click
adventure on the ST from 1986. But in Polish! Wait,
What? And more importantly, why?

One of the nicer touches is the ‘radar’ at the bo om of
the screen, which gives an advance preview of future
enemy waves. It’s touches like this which really
dis nguishes Kult from the rest of the pack. Kult also has
the one of the best tle sequences I’ve seen in a ‘90s A8
release, with some great camera angles and a high-score
table with a pulsing soundtrack that’s very T2K. This is
high-quality work all-around.
Kult is another punishingly diﬃcult ASF release, but at
least you’ve got the opportunity to earn plenty of
powerups to power through enemy waves, and the game
never becomes diﬃcult to the point of frustra on. There
are several diﬀerent types of muni ons, and,
interes ngly, they actually do have varying impacts on
enemies, so even some element of strategy becomes
possible in what should be a typically standard shoot-‘em
up. S ll, Kult isn’t easy, and gamers will be kept on their
toes (and their ﬁngers on the trigger) as they blast
through succeeding waves of enemies. It’s an amazing
game that will keep arcade gamers sa sﬁed - and
returning - for more missions. I’m ge ng excited just
wri ng about Kult - and thinking of all the areas I’ve yet

Music 8/10
Gameplay 9/10
Overall 9.5/10

I’d love to have wri en a fun, in-depth review of this
game, but this is just one of those tles that non Polishspeakers are just going to struggle with: input and
interac on with your player is through scrolling menus
(in Polish), and, while you can get around a few screens
through inspired guesswork and transla ons, it really
isn’t ideal. I know that I’m supposed to explore and look
for things in order to do something, but damned if I
know what that might be. I plugged in my ST mouse, just
for fun, but no luck: input is by joys ck only.
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I get the feeling, though, that Magia wouldn’t be that
much fun even if I knew some (any) Polish. Turning a
dungeon crawler (in false 3D perspec ve) into a pointand-click adventure is a neat idea on paper, but the
execu on here is somewhat ques onable. It’s click, scroll
down the menu, pick an op on, wait, move a bit, and
then repeat… over and over and over again. It takes a

videos I’ve watched, I can a est that its combina on of
sharp visuals and innova ve gameplay make this one a
must have for those who can play PAL 8-bit games.

loooong me to move your character (who looks like a
cowled mage) anywhere on the screen, and the joys ck
isn’t par cularly responsive. Really, removing the menu
interface would’ve accelerated the game and made it
much more fun to play. In any case, none of the YouTube
walkthroughs that various gamers have posted have
shown anything that suggests that you can do a quick
run through this one.

Graphics: 9/10
Controls: N/A
NTSC compa ble? No

Music/Sound: N/A
Gameplay: N/A
Overall: N/A

The graphics are lovely and there’s some cool (if
repe ve) in-game music. I just wish that there had been
more on oﬀer to induce me to s ck around and enjoy it.
Graphics 8/10
Controls 6/10
NTSC compa ble? Yes

Music 7/10
Gameplay 6/10
Overall 6/10

10. Władcy ciemności
In a nutshell: No, no, noooo! I wanted to end the
“Collector’s Edi on” on a high note, but must tragically
report that I couldn’t get this game to play on my NTSC
machine. Władcy ciemności (“Lord of Darkness” L.K.
Avalon, 1993) is, like Klatwa, a point-and-click graphic
adventure that’s as handsomely boxed as every other
entry in the “Collector’s Edi on”. It’s even got a great
map of the en re castle, which will be of great assistance
to (PAL) gamers who take on this par cular challenge.
ładcy ciemności has been cited by a number of gamers
as one of the greatest releases in the ‘90s - it was later
ported to the C64 - and has gained new fans while
retaining its sterling reputa on from a genera on ago.
Sadly, I was unable to obtain a .XEX ﬁle that would allow
me to play the game in any form. From the longplay

BONUS MUSIC CD
Jurek has included an excellent bonus CD as a surprise
gi for purchasers of ﬁve or ten games in the ﬁrst set of
the “Collector’s Edi on” series! The CD contains 20
selected music tracks from all of the ﬁrst ten games in
the series as well as a bonus program track at the end
of the disc. All of the selec ons are excellent, and show
how much the A8 pla orm could deliver, when properly
programmed, in the 1990s. It’s simply astounding that
no so ware houses in the NTSC market really bothered
to explore in-game music at any point in the
commercial life of the A8 pla orm in North America,
and a listen to any of these tracks, either on the CD or
during gameplay, shows just how much they enrich the
basic gaming experience. The tracks from Hans Kloss
(track 8), Dwie Wieze (tracks 9 and 10), Fred (track 14),
and Kult (track 15) show that the A8 could produce
electronic music that was as compelling as anything put
out by more advanced computer pla orms in the early
‘90s. While I’m sure that other A8 chiptune collec ons
have been individually collated for private enjoyment,
this is the ﬁrst item that I’ve seen that has been
commercially produced to support an exis ng so ware
release. The “Collector’s Edi on” bonus CD ﬁlls a void
in my A8 experience that I hadn’t even known existed
un l now. 10/10
Just as this issue was being ﬁnalised, Jurek Dudek
announced that he will, indeed, move ahead with his
plans to release more Atari 8-bit games! Series 11-30 is
now available on tape and will feature many more hits,
including Bang! Bank, a conversion of the arcade classic
Bank Panic. A release for ﬂoppy disc users is imminent.
While Jurek will no longer be issuing these games in
deluxe "big box" packages, Atari users will at least be
able to con nue to enjoy his releases.
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Jurek Dudek Interview by David Sherwin
A: My favourite games are Miecze Valdgira (Swords of
Valdgir), Fred and Hans Kloss.

Q: Tell us about yourself. Why are you interested in
bringing these games to the Atari A8 pla orm in 2017?
A: My name is Jurek Dudek, I live in Poland. I am big fan
of retrocomputers, mainly Atari, Commodore, Sinclair
and Amstrad CPC, but I like also other pla orms. Some
me ago I started collec ng games for them. I have
no ced that tles released for Atari (it was the most
popular pla orm) in the 90s in Poland have poor
quality, and therefore it is very diﬃcult to load them
into Atari. My idea was to produce them again, in small
quan tes - for collectors, but using be er tapes. All
games, released on disks and tapes are 100% clones of
originals, keeping the copy-protec on systems. In this
case, games are not cracked or modiﬁed in any way. I
have bought licenses from copyright proprietors.

Q: "Wladcy Ciemnosci" has been cited by more than a
few gamers as the best game that they've played. Why
is it so highly regarded?
A: Władcy Ciemności (Lords of Darkness) is a sequel to
Klatwa. Very similar game.
Q: "Hans Kloss" has a par cularly intriguing backstory:
from what I understand, this game was developed
from a television series portraying a ﬁc ous World
War II hero who inﬁltrates Nazi headquarters to steal
their secret plans. Can you tell me anything else about
the development of this game?
A: Hans Kloss was indeed a very popular television
series. Your role in this game (as a Hans Kloss) is to steal
secret plans from Nazis. The playability of this game is
really high.

Q: You've already released tles 1-10 for the pla orm.
What are your future plans for the "Collector's Set"?
A: It is not known yet. Maybe I will con nue with it, but
everything depends on demand. For now it is a bit too
low. I have dozens of tles ready to be released.
Q: Many North American and Western European
gamers aren't familiar with the Polish Atari scene.
How popular was the system in the '90s, and how
ac ve is the scene today?
A: The system was very popular at the end of 80s and in
the 90s. The scene is big today - our Atari par es (like
Silly Venture) are being visited by hundreds of people.
Many new demos and games are s ll developed.

Q: Have you actually watched "Stawka większa niż
życie" (the TV series on which the game was based?)
Is the video game faithful to it?
A: Of course I have watched it! It is diﬃcult to ﬁnd
Polish people who haven't. The series was extensive
but the game is not very faithful to the series!
Q: You've certainly put a ton of eﬀort into these
releases - documenta on, boxes, and extras are all
top-notch. What a labour of love! Why did you do this
instead of just releasing the games in cheap plas c
clamshells, like the one in which my original version of
"Klatwa" was encased?
A: I have also Classic version which is a plas c
clamshell, inlay (including manual and descrip on) plus
code card if necessary. Collector's Edi on is a piece of
art, including also a big-size map and be er poligraphy.

Q: What was the home computer so ware scene like
in the '90s? I heard of LK Avalon, but none of the
other so ware houses that are featured in the
"Collector's Edi on" tles.
A: In the 90s, many Polish companies started to release
games. There was LK Avalon (probably the biggest one),
A.S.F., Mirage, Stanbit, Domain So ware, L.K. Fire-Bird,
and many more. Business was good for them at that
me, even despite pirated games being easily available.
Q: I've seen or heard of many truly amazing Polish
turbo casse e players over the years. Are casse es
s ll popular in central Europe? Is this the reason
you've also released the "Collector's Edi on" on tape?
A: To be honest, tapes are not very popular now, but
many tape lovers s ll collect them and use them. The
main problem is to ﬁnd a working tape deck, but soon I
will release something to help people who do not have
an Atari tape deck...
Q: I saw the odd release from LK Avalon sold around
North America - "Klatwa" ("The Curse") being one of
them, but most of the other tles you've released are
unfamiliar to me. What's your favourite game
amongst the tles you've released?

Q: The bonus "Music Collec on" CD has some
amazing A8 music and a few surprises. What can you
tell readers about Track 21?
A: Well, track 21 is a program track for Atari. You can
load it to Atari from tape, recording signal from CD to
tape ﬁrst. Or, you can use your PC for ripping it into
WAV ﬁle and conver ng into .CAS for using in emulator.
This program is a music box for playing in Stereo all
tracks included in ﬁrst ten tles. Vol.2 is also ready, with
music from the second set of ten tles.
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Q: How can gamers buy the "Collector's Edi on"
games? How do they contact you?
A: Tape versions are available on ebay, it is also possible
to buy all tles (disk, tape, Classic) via e-mail:
zamowienia@retronics.eu - please keep in mind that
the number of every tle is limited, therefore in the
near future I may run out of stock.
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Adventures in Atari Programming by Michael Walters

80 PRINT “Draw, Erase, Repeat”
Last me we ﬁnished drawing Space Assault’s playﬁeld,
complete with our seven Vegeta on Processing Plants
that we must protect with the Fission Gun Tower. The
planet Kala is strangely quiet, which can only mean the
Clovis aliens are ready to a ack - as soon as we learn
how to get them on the screen!

over the playﬁeld we worked so hard to draw. This
means that when they move across the screen, the
playﬁeld is totally unaﬀected. Next, sprites are
“memory-mapped” to the screen, which works so much
faster than using PLOT and DRAWTO. Essen ally, a er
a sprite image is created in memory, it can be instantly
displayed on screen. We’ll learn more about this in a
moment.

By now you should have a good understanding of how
to use PLOT and DRAWTO to create just about any
image you like. But how do we make an image appear
to move? If you wanted to animate an enemy ship
moving horizontally (le to right) using PLOT and
DRAWTO, you would need to draw the ship in colour,
erase it by drawing it again with the playﬁeld
background colour, draw it again a few pixels to the
right, erase it again, and so on, over and over again.
This simple anima on principle certainly works, but has
the disadvantage of being somewhat slow. And if our
ship travels over something we’ve drawn previously,
that too will be erased, along with the ship. Of course,
there’s a be er way to animate our ships using one of
the best features of Atari home computers.
90 PRINT “Revolu onary Graphics”
If you take a quick look at popular Atari computer
books and magazines of the 1980s, you’ll soon discover
ar cle a er ar cle on Player/Missile Graphics, which
was Atari’s name for what are commonly called sprites
today. The Atari 400/800 was one of the ﬁrst home
computers to bring this powerful capability into the
hands of amateur game programmers. As an Atari
aﬁcionado, the Player/Missile Graphics feature was
something you could brag about to your TRS-80 and
Apple II friends. Because it was so advanced (and
unfortunately somewhat arcane), en re books were
devoted to the topic. What makes Player/Missile
Graphics so revolu onary? First, sprites such as enemy
ships, tanks, or robots are implemented as an overlay
on top of the playﬁeld. Much like cartoon anima on
uses transparent cels to overlay a character onto a
painted background, Atari’s “players” basically ﬂoat

The list of Player/Missile Graphics beneﬁts goes on and
on. We can work with four player sprites (plus smaller
“missile” sprites) simultaneously, each with its own
color. We can access automa c “collision detec on” to
immediately know when a player has touched another
player or something on the playﬁeld. We can even
specify “priority” so a player can appear to move over
or behind something drawn on the playﬁeld, providing
a feeling of depth. Amateur programmers who read
about these powerful features in the 1980s couldn’t
wait to learn how to use them in their own projects.
Player/Missile Graphics started conceptually with the
venerable Atari 2600 or VCS, whose hardware was
designed to support popular arcade games of the era.
The 2600 included two player sprites and missiles (since
there were two joys ck ports), plus a unique “ball”
sprite for Pong-style games. When the Atari home
computer hardware was designed, these graphics
capabili es were improved and divided between two
custom chips. Playﬁeld graphics like the ones we’ve
been drawing are handled by the ANTIC chip, and the
GTIA chip overlays sprites on the playﬁeld.
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Unfortunately, Atari BASIC includes no built-in
statements to use Player/Missile Graphics. This means
that although the computer hardware is capable of
ﬂying our enemy ships across the screen, we don’t have
an easy way to tell the computer to do it. Instead, we
have to directly manipulate speciﬁc parts of computer
memory, and that’s why Player/Missile Graphics was a
somewhat mysterious topic and a bit daun ng to
novice programmers. I’m going to explain the

Player/Missile Graphics methods used in the Space
Assault source code as simply as possible, without
ge ng too overwhelmed in details. In fact, we won’t
even learn how to ac vate Player/Missile Graphics un l
our next lesson. For now, let’s learn how to build those
deadly Clovis ships.

Note how this player is taller than our saucer. Although
players are only one byte (8 pixels) wide, they can be

100 PRINT “Building with Binary”
As men oned earlier, player images are created in
memory and “mapped” to the screen. Rather than
drawing the player with PLOT and DRAWTO
statements, we need to specify what the pixels of our
player should look like as bytes in memory, star ng
with the binary number for each row of pixels. A byte
contains 8 bits, so our player can be 8 pixels wide. To
begin, it’s helpful to sketch out the design on graph
paper, so let’s take a look at the ﬁrst enemy ship, a
tradi onal ﬂying saucer shape.
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or 0). The ﬁrst row of our saucer represented as a
binary number is 00111100, since the ﬁrst two squares
are empty (0), then four squares are ﬁlled (1), followed
by two more empty squares. To store these binary
numbers in memory, we have to convert them to
decimal numbers, which isn’t so bad. Take a look at the
header row with the values 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, and
1. By adding up these header values for the ﬁlled pixels,
you’re actually conver ng a binary (base 2) number to a
decimal (base 10) number. You may no ce that if all of
the squares in a row are empty, the decimal number is
0, and if all of them are ﬁlled, the number is 255, which
makes sense because a byte by deﬁni on may contain
the values 0 through 255. Conver ng each row of our
saucer provides the decimal numbers shown in the
rightmost column above. You could also use any of
several binary-decimal converter websites, but I always
managed using the above method as a 16-year-old with
no internet!
When these numbers are put into memory, the
computer sees them as the binary image of our saucer
and can display it instantly, without any PLOT or
DRAWTO commands to draw the saucer shape or
window details. Instead, the player is literally “mapped”
onto the screen. This is how Player/Missile Graphics can
be so much faster than the “draw, erase, repeat”
method, since it’s actually much less work for the
computer.
Let’s look at our other enemy ships. The next one is a
simple satellite design.

any height, including the full ver cal size of the screen.
Our last enemy ship was inspired by the Cylon Basestar
from the original Ba lestar Galac ca.

The last player image is for the crosshair that
determines where the Fission Gun Tower will ﬁre.
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110 PRINT “Top Secret Data”

Now that we have the numbers that deﬁne all of our
player images, it’s me to get them into memory. Let’s
ﬁnally look at some code and learn some new Atari
BASIC statements.
Our new statements are READ, DATA, and RESTORE,

For this lesson’s varia ons on the original code, I
couldn’t resist changing the alien ships into simple
versions of Space Invaders shapes. I also tweaked the
crosshair design.
Using the computed values from these images, along
with some new colors that look be er on our revised
playﬁeld, our players have quite the new look!

which are used together to work with sets of arbitrary
numbers for a variety of purposes. In this case, the
numbers are the decimal values we’ve computed that
deﬁne our player images (lines 1650-1660). The DATA
statement just keeps a list of numbers ready to be
accessed, and the READ statement will get the next
number in the list and store it in a speciﬁed variable.
Since DATA statements can appear anywhere in a
program, the RESTORE statement tells the program
what line number to start with for the next READ
statement.

130 PRINT “Memory Lane”
We’ve learned about the Atari’s revolu onary
Player/Missile Graphics and spent some me designing
Space Assault’s players (or sprites), including enemy
ships and the crosshair of the Fission Gun Tower. Now
it’s me to make our players move, but, if you
remember, Atari BASIC includes no built-in commands
to harness the power of Player/Missile Graphics.
However, it does include two extremely useful tools
that will get the job done: PEEK and POKE.

Many program lis ngs that appeared in computer
magazines of this era were full of DATA statements.
They were incredibly diﬃcult and tedious to type, and it
was easy to make mistakes, which o en caused the
program to fail. Every young programmer I knew had
spent hours with a friend or parent who dictated long
lists of numbers to make the process easier and less
prone to error. Various magazines even invented their
own veriﬁca on programs, which would essen ally
check over your code to help you ﬁnd typing errors.
Thankfully, Space Assault’s DATA statements aren’t
nearly as complex, rela vely speaking.

Quite simply, the PEEK command looks at a speciﬁc
loca on of computer memory, and the POKE command
allows us to change the contents of a loca on. Think of
memory as simply a long series of bytes, each
numbered with an address. The command PEEK 100
will return the value stored in memory address 100,
and the command POKE 100, 255 would store the
value 255 into that address. This sounds a bit mundane,
but when you realize that everything the computer
does is based on the contents of memory, you’ll see
that anything is possible using PEEK and POKE.

A er specifying where our numbers are with RESTORE,
we use a FOR loop for each player, paying a en on to
the height of the player to loop through the correct
number of bytes. The next number in our DATA is READ
into variable A, and then stored in a separate variable
for each player. These are string variables that we’ll
explain in the next lesson, and for now we only need to
know that our crosshair image is loaded into a variable
called P0$, then our saucer is loaded into P1$, our
satellite into P2$, and ﬁnally our Basestar into P3$.
Those variables are now in memory, so they can be
“memory-mapped” to the screen once we ac vate
Player/Missile Graphics.
You might no ce that our players look a li le wide. This

is because the code that we’ll see in the next lesson is
using another handy feature of Player/Missile Graphics
that can automa cally double or quadruple a player’s
width. For Space Assault, I used the double width
op on to make the aliens ships somewhat larger and
easier to hit.
120 PRINT “New Invaders”
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The true usefulness of manipula ng memory is found in
changing the values of registers. A register is no
diﬀerent from any other memory address, except that
the Atari computer constantly monitors the values
stored in registers, and changes in these values make
things happen. Actually, some of the BASIC commands
we have learned are really just a POKE in disguise. For
example, we’ve seen that the SETCOLOR command
speciﬁes a color for use with PLOT and DRAWTO. The
command SETCOLOR 4,0,0 sets the background color
of the playﬁeld to black (4 means background, and 0,0
are hue and luminance values). When this command is
executed, what really happens is POKE 712,0. This is
because memory address 712 is the “background
color” register. The Atari hardware con nuously looks
at the value in register 712, and changes the
background color of the playﬁeld accordingly. The
SETCOLOR command only exists to make it easier for
BASIC programmers, so they won’t have to remember
that 712 is the register, or do the math to convert hue
and luminance values into a single byte.
As you might imagine, there are several registers

dedicated to controlling Player/Missile Graphics, and
since Atari BASIC doesn’t provide any commands like
SETCOLOR for these registers, we have to learn their
memory addresses and POKE them ourselves. Although
PEEK and POKE commands were a staple of most
home computer BASIC programs in the 1980s, today’s
programming environments make a tremendous eﬀort
to prevent anything resembling direct memory
manipula on. Since modern opera ng systems allow
several programs or processes to operate
simultaneously, it’s important to prevent one program
from “stepping on” another. PEEK and POKE would be
a hacker’s dream if protected memory management
didn’t exist today.

strings: P0$, P1$, P2$ and P3$. Each of these are sized
with the height of the player images we designed in
Lesson Three. Next, we store the memory address of
each of these strings into variables called PM0, PM1,
PM2 and PM3 (line 1510). Now we can easily tell the
Atari where the image bytes of each of our four players
(three alien ships and our crosshair) are in memory.
150 PRINT “Moving Through Memory”
Before con nuing, we need to discuss how the Atari
actually determines where a player is displayed on the
screen. Another topic we men oned in Lesson Three
was “memory mapping,” meaning that players are
directly mapped onto the screen from their binary
representa on. The loca on of a player is controlled by
two factors: the value of a horizontal posi on register,
and the spot where the player’s bytes exist in a
consecu ve area of memory.

140 PRINT “String Theory”
Before we start POKEing, we need to make a short
detour to discuss “string” variables. A string is simply a
text variable, meaning it represents a series of
characters rather than a numerical value. String
variables are notated with a dollar sign, such as A$ or
NAME$. In Atari BASIC, string variables have a ﬁxed
size that is speciﬁed with the DIM statement (short for
“dimension”). For example, DIM A$(10) means that the
string variable A$ can contain 10 characters. Each
character of a string can be referenced by using an
index, so A$(3) refers to the third character of A$.
Looking back at Lesson Three, a er ﬁguring out the
byte values for each row of our player images, we used
a FOR loop to READ each byte from our DATA
statements, and then used a func on called CHR$ to
convert each of our bytes into a character, which was
assigned to an index of a par cular string.

For each player, a series of consecu ve memory
addresses is reserved that construct a kind of “strip”
from the top to the bo om of the screen. If the player
bytes are located at the beginning of the strip, it will be
mapped to the top of the screen, and if the player bytes
are located at the end of the strip, it will be mapped to
the bo om of the screen. Actually, this strip extends
past the visible screen area, so players can move oﬀ
screen where they are no longer visible.

The CHR$ func on returns the character represented
by a speciﬁc number in the ATASCII character set
(Atari’s extended version of standard ASCII). We don’t
really care what these characters are, but we need to
convert our bytes into characters since string variables
only contain text. Why in the world have we done this?
Again, it’s all about memory. When programming
Player/Missile Graphics, the memory loca on of each
player’s image data must be known. When we DIM a
string variable, the Atari sets aside a loca on in free
memory that’s just the size we need, and we can now
obtain that loca on by using the ADR statement. For
example, ADR(A$) will tell us the address of the
memory containing the bytes of A$. So, if our player
image is stored in a string variable called P1$ (as in line
1620 above), then we can tell the computer that our
player image is located in memory at ADR(P1$). Let’s
take a look at the ﬁrst few lines of our Player/Missile
Graphics ini aliza on.

You’ll no ce that we can include mul ple variables in
one DIM statement, so we ﬁrst specify several string
variables (line 1500). Note that we have four player

The player’s horizontal posi on is stored in a dedicated
register for each player. Simply POKEing a value into
this register will instantly pop the player to a new
posi on, making horizontal movement extremely easy.
Ver cal movement is a bit more diﬃcult, since we need
to copy our player bytes into a diﬀerent loca on along
the memory strip, which we’ll discuss in a moment.
160 PRINT “Ini alizing Player/Missile Graphics”
It’s ﬁnally me to ﬁre up Player/Missile Graphics by
POKEing all of the necessary registers. Our ﬁrst task is
to tell the Atari what part of memory to use for the
player memory strips we just described. To do this, we
need to ﬁnd out where some free memory exists, which
we can do by PEEKing into register 145, where the Atari
stores the beginning address of free memory.
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A er performing some unusual math on the value of
PEEK(145), we store this loca on in a variable called
PMBASE (line 1670), the base address of our player
memory strips. Truthfully, I never fully understood the
formula being used here, since I copied it from other
ar cles I read when I was learning Atari BASIC as a
teenager. As I men oned in Lesson Three, my goal is
to explain the concepts of Player/Missile Graphics
without ge ng stuck on elements that I’m sure scared
away other young programmers at the me. The
important thing is understanding why we need this
memory address for the player memory strips.

This sample code (not part of the Space Assault
source) will move our saucer (Player 1) from le to
right across the screen, assuming our player bytes are
posi oned in a visible por on of our player memory
strip. Player 1’s horizontal posi on is stored in register
53249, and the player is instantly moved when the
value of that register changes. By the way, horizontal
values below 48 and more than 198 are “oﬀ screen,”
so moving the player beyond these limits would make
it invisible.
But moving a player ver cally requires a bit more
work, since the bytes that make up the player image
must be copied into new addresses along our player
memory strip. If you think about it, this is similar to
the “draw, erase, repeat” method we discussed in
Lesson Three, but much less me-consuming, since
we don’t have to worry about PLOT and DRAWTO
commands, thanks to Player/Missile Graphics memory
mapping.

The next step is to assign a color to each player, which
is POKEd into registers 704 through 707 (line 1680).
These values are computed by using a simple formula,
mul plying a hue value by 16 and adding a luminance
value.
Next, we specify our player “priority” so that our
players will be drawn over the playﬁeld (register 623).
Other values for this register could allow players to
move underneath the playﬁeld, which would look
funny against our starry sky, but would look great if we
wanted our ships to move behind clouds, for example.
Then we specify that each of our players should be
double-width (registers 53257-53259), which makes
them a li le easier to hit with our Fission Gun, as well
as double height (register 559). Finally, Player/Missile
Graphics are oﬃcially ac vated by POKEing register
53277.

Unfortunately, even though this process is rela vely
quick, Atari BASIC can’t perform these opera ons
quickly enough for a video game. Remember that Atari
BASIC is an interpreted language, so our commands
must be deciphered “on the ﬂy” before the actual task
is executed. The only solu on to this problem is to
bypass the BASIC interpreter, using the actual
machine language that the 6502 processor in our Atari
understands. Fortunately, when I was programming
Space Assault as a teenager, I discovered an ar cle in
ANALOG Compu ng Issue 10 by Tom Hudson that
provided exactly the code I needed to make my game
faster. This code bundled up everything necessary to
posi on any player both horizontally and ver cally at
the same me, and essen ally extended Atari BASIC
with a new, extremely useful func on.

At this point you may wonder how any amateur
programmer ever learned to work with Player/Missile
Graphics at all. How could anyone know all of these
register addresses? For myself, the answer is that I
read every scrap of documenta on I could ﬁnd in
computer magazines and books, and then tried things
out even if I didn’t fully understand what was going
on. Even without the internet, there was a huge
amount of sample code available to study, and the
more I experimented, the more I se led into my own
boilerplate way of ini alizing and working with
Player/Missile Graphics. Today, nearly all of this
knowledge is just a Google away, including Atari’s own
oﬃcial documenta on, De Re Atari. This book was
prac cally a magical tome to amateur Atari
programmers in the 1980s, and it’s s ll fascina ng to
peruse today.

Atari BASIC was designed with a “hook” that makes
this extension possible: the USR statement (short for
“user rou ne”). A er loading machine language code
into a par cular loca on in memory, Atari BASIC can
use the USR statement to tell the Atari to stop
interpre ng BASIC, execute the code at the speciﬁed
loca on, and then return to BASIC and pick up where
we le oﬀ. This forward thinking feature allowed
programmers to perform powerful tasks without
making the full jump into the somewhat diﬃcult world
of machine language.

170 PRINT “Beyond BASIC”
We’ve just learned that moving a player horizontally is
easy, thanks to the horizontal posi on register. You
can imagine a simple loop that POKEs the loop
variable into the horizontal posi on register, gliding
our player smoothly across the screen at the same
“al tude,” just like the bonus saucer in Space Invaders.

The player movement machine language rou ne,
provided as a series of bytes in a DATA statement in
the ANALOG ar cle, is loaded into a string variable,
exactly like we did with our player images.
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The address of this string, which is ADR(PMMOV$), is
then stored in a variable called MOVE (line 1510
above), which we will use to move our players in a

single line of code. Let’s modify our sample code from
above to add some ver cal movement.

(sprites of Space Assault’s enemy ships and crosshair)
across the playﬁeld. With those powerful techniques
under our belt, this lesson is ac on-packed! Not only
will we cover joys ck control, but also how to ﬁre the
mighty Fission Gun Tower. To get started, let’s look at
the heart of the game, o en called the “main loop.”

We’ve added another variable for our ver cal
posi on, which is increased as the loop executes,
moving our player from the top le to the bo om
right of the screen. Our ver cal variable is only
increased every other me through the loop (using
the method described in Lesson Two to draw our
checkerboard pa ern), because the ver cal size of the
screen is shorter than the horizontal length.

In nearly all game programs, there’s a series of ac ons
that must occur seemingly simultaneously. In Space
Assault, the crosshair must be moved based on
joys ck movement, enemy ships must travel towards
their intended target, explosions and sounds should
occur accordingly, and so on. However, in the 8-bit
home computer era, processors like the 6502 in Atari
home computers were single-threaded, meaning they
performed a single task, then another task, and so on.
But if these game ac ons simply “take turns” very
quickly inside a loop, they appear to happen at once.
Let’s examine the structure of Space Assault’s main
loop, keeping in mind that some concepts and
statements will be explained later in this lesson.

All of the work is done in the USR statement, which
passes a series of variables to our machine language
rou ne (line 9020). We include the address of the
machine language rou ne itself (MOVE), the number
of the player to move (1), the address of our player
memory strips (PMB), the address of our player image
bytes (PM1), our horizontal and ver cal posi ons (X,
Y), and ﬁnally the height of our player (7). Remember
that the machine language rou ne also takes care of
the horizontal posi on register, so we no longer have
to POKE that ourselves. The variable A that is
returned by the USR statement is ignored in this case,
but other kinds of rou nes (such as advanced math
func ons) could return a result this way.

First, we handle the “human” turn by reading the
joys ck and determining the next horizontal and
ver cal coordinates for the crosshair
(lines 1710-1760). We’ll look at
this joys ck code in more
detail shortly. Next, we
use the machine
language
Player/Missile Graphics
movement rou ne
discussed in Lesson Four
to posi on the crosshair
(Player 0) in the correct
loca on (line 1770). Then
we check if the joys ck trigger
has been pressed and ﬁre the
Fission Gun Tower if
appropriate (line 1780).
Finally, the enemy gets
a turn, along with a
check to see if
an enemy
explosion is
in

It’s interes ng to note that rival BASICs available for
the Atari later included built-in commands to perform
memory movement quite similar to this
rou ne. Atari Microso BASIC II
included a MOVE
statement that worked
in much the same
way and could have
been used for
speedy player
movement.
180 PRINT “Loop the
Main Loop”
We have now experienced a
crash course in manipula ng
Atari computer memory,
speciﬁcally to ini alize and
control Player/Missile
Graphics, and learned
how to move our
players
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progress (line 1790). Then it all starts over again by
jumping back to the start of the main loop (line 1800).
This sequence of events will occur over and over again
un l the game is over, which means all of our bases
have been destroyed.

variables: X for the horizontal posi on and Y for the
ver cal posi on. If the joys ck is pressed right or le ,
we need to make X larger or smaller, and the same is
true for up and down and Y. For diagonal movement,
we increment or decrement both X and Y accordingly.
This could be done easily with eight dis nct IF-THEN
statements, such as IF STICK(0)=7 THEN X=X+1. But
remember, these eight statements will be executed
each me through the main loop, poten ally making
the game slower (once again, thanks to Atari BASIC
being an interpreted language). Let’s look at a
technique using arrays to make our joys ck code
smaller and more eﬃcient.

In most modern programming, the concept of a “main
loop” has been lost, since so many tasks are
automa cally handled by sophis cated opera ng
systems and programming frameworks. Even early
programmers of the Apple Macintosh in 1984 didn’t
have to write code to move the mouse pointer in their
applica ons, since the opera ng system was in charge
of this task. Most programming today is event-driven,
meaning the programmer only writes code to handle
events (such as the user clicking a bu on, or a web
service sending a message), while the founda on that
generates these events and weaves them together is
out of the programmer’s domain. In addi on, today’s
hardware with mul ple processors truly can perform
tasks simultaneously, so a programmer could write a
thread to handle crosshair movement that operated
independently of a thread handling enemy ship
movement, for example.

During Space Assault’s ini aliza on, two arrays called
XPOS and YPOS are ﬁlled with 15 numbers each. If
you count the posi on of the non-zero numbers in the
array, you’ll see that XPOS(7) is 4 and XPOS(11) is -4,
for example. With these two arrays, our main loop
joys ck code can be reduced to simply adding the
array value at the index corresponding to STICK for
both X and Y. Remember that adding a nega ve
number is the same as subtrac on.

190 PRINT “Taking Direc on”
Since the Atari joys ck was so well known due to the
success of the Atari 2600 (VCS), the designers of Atari
BASIC made certain it was easy for programmers to
use on Atari home computers. The STICK statement
allows us to read which direc on the joys ck is
pressed, and the STRIG statement tells us if the
joys ck trigger is pressed. Both of these statements
are deciphered using a single number from 0 to 3
corresponding to the four joys ck ports, so STICK(0)
will return the direc on of the joys ck in the ﬁrst port.

You might be wondering why X and Y are changed by 4
rather than 1, and the reason is that it makes the
game appear faster. Moving the crosshair by one pixel
at a me seemed to be slow, and moving by four
pixels seemed to provide a good balance between
speed and the “jumpiness” that would occur if the
increment was too large. This is another good example
of a programming compromise, making Space Assault
performance seem be er while sacriﬁcing some
anima on smoothness.

The values returned by STICK are somewhat unusual,
but can be easily deciphered using the diagram below.

Unfortunately, a er cleverly avoiding eight IF-THEN
statements with the joys ck array technique, we next
use four IF-THEN statements to keep our crosshair
bounded to the playﬁeld so it can’t be moved
oﬀscreen (lines 1730-1760 above). I men oned in
Lesson Four that a player’s onscreen horizontal
posi on was roughly from 48 through 198, so X
cannot be larger or less than these values, meaning
the crosshair is constrained to the same horizontal
posi on. The same goes for Y with a minimum ver cal
posi on of 12, although we keep the maximum
posi on at 50, which forces the crosshair to remain in
the upper half of the playﬁeld where the enemy ships
move. I’m certain these coordinate bounds could have
been handled more eﬃciently, but the exis ng code
was good enough for me as a teenager.
For example, if STICK(0) returns 7, we know the
joys ck has been pressed right. In Space Assault, we
keep track of the posi on of the crosshair using two
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Interes ngly, a reader le er was included in ANALOG
Compu ng Issue 15 (two issues a er Space Assault

was published) describing how the reader made the
game seem faster by increasing the speed of
movement even more than I did. He did this by
doubling the values of the XPOS as YPOS arrays, so X
and Y are changed by 8 pixels with each movement.
This is way too jumpy for my taste, but I’m glad the
reader was able to customize the game to his liking.
He also cleverly made the alien ships move faster as
the game progresses, essen ally adding diﬃculty
levels, something I didn’t bother to do at the me.
This kind of user modiﬁca on was a truly wonderful
aspect of programming in the early 1980s, because
everyone was learning together via resources like
source code lis ngs in magazines.

cover the details of Atari BASIC sound in a future
lesson.

200 PRINT “Drawing the Blast”
As we saw above, every me our main loop is
executed, we use the STRIG command to check the
joys ck trigger. We need to execute code to ﬁre the
Fission Gun Tower if the trigger has been pressed,
but it’s best to keep the lines of code associated with
this out of the main loop so the loop will run faster.
Since ﬁring the gun is something that will be done
many mes during game play, this is a good me to
use a subrou ne. Atari BASIC supports using
subrou nes with two statements. The GOSUB
statement will immediately jump to a speciﬁed line
of code, while remembering where the program was
execu ng before the jump. This is similar to the
GOTO statement, except GOTO doesn’t keep track
before jumping. The RETURN statement will
conveniently jump back to where the last GOSUB
was executed, making it easy to call a sec on of code
and pick up where we le oﬀ when our subrou ne is
ﬁnished.

The reason we can easily use our X and Y variables in
this subrou ne is because all variables in Atari BASIC
are global, meaning they can be referenced
anywhere in our program. Since the crea on of
BASIC, programming languages have increasingly
emphasized the concept of variable scope, meaning
a block of code should only reference variables
declared in the same block or variables that have
been passed to the block from the calling code.
BASIC’s global variables are an easy concept to learn
for a beginning programmer, but would almost never
be used in modern programming languages today.
Since we now have a purple line drawn across the
playﬁeld, the next step is to erase it so our sky won’t
be permanently ﬁlled with beams. All we need to do
is switch to the background color and PLOT and
DRAWTO the iden cal line, eﬀec vely erasing the
beam (line 1400). At this point we’ve blasted our
Fission Gun Tower, but how do we know if we’ve hit
an enemy ship? We can use another powerful
feature of Player/Missile Graphics to ﬁnd out.

When the joys ck trigger is pressed, our main loop
jumps to the “Shoot Tower Gun” subrou ne (line
1780 above).

Our main task in ﬁring the gun is drawing the beam
from the p of the tower to the current posi on of
the crosshair controlled by the joys ck. First we
select our purple color and PLOT the p of the gun,
and then DRAWTO the crosshair using the X and Y
coordinate variables that represent the posi on of
the crosshair (line 1390). We have to do a li le
conversion between Player/Missile Graphics
coordinates and playﬁeld coordinates, since the
number of pixels is slightly diﬀerent between the
two. This conversion also takes into account the
shape of the crosshair player, so the line we draw will
end roughly in the center of the crosshair. A er
drawing the beam, we create a short sound eﬀect
using a FOR loop and the SOUND statement. We’ll

210 PRINT “Detec ng Collisions”
In almost any computer game, it’s important to know
when objects on screen are “touching.” In Pong, for
example, we need to know when the ball has
touched a paddle. For Space Assault, we need to
know that the beam we’ve just drawn has touched,
or collided, with an enemy ship. This is called
collision detec on, and Player/Missile Graphics
handles this automa cally via several registers
wai ng for us to PEEK. Each player has dedicated
registers that indicate if the player has touched
another player, or if the player has touched
something drawn on the playﬁeld. The convenience
to the programmer of automa c collision detec on
cannot be overstated, and it’s another huge
advantage of using sprites.
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No ce that before we drew our beam, we POKED 0
into address 53278 (line 1380 above). This clears all
collision registers so they are reset and ready to be
checked at the appropriate me. A er drawing the

beam, we can PEEK into the appropriate registers
depending on which kind of enemy ship is traveling
across the screen, indicated by the variable SHIP.

the game player to keep moving the crosshair with the
joys ck while the explosion is occurring.
In our “Shoot Tower Gun” subrou ne, a er a
successful hit we set EXP to 1 to indicate an explosion
is in progress, and set SD (short for “sound”) to 40
(line 1410 above). Every me we proceed through our
main loop, we check EXP to see if we should call the
“Explosion Rou ne” (line 1790 above).

If the Combat Saucer (SHIP=1) is a acking, we need to
look at the collision registers for Player 1 (line 1410).
PEEKing address 53253 tells us if Player 1 has touched
something drawn on the playﬁeld, which would be the
line we drew to represent the beam. PEEKing address
53261 tells us if Player 1 has touched another player,
which would be our crosshair. The reason we check
both of these registers is to verify a “direct hit,”
meaning the crosshair was posi oned on the enemy
ship when the gun was ﬁred. If we didn’t check the
player-to-player collision register, then hits could be
scored by ﬁring “past” the enemy ship, since the beam
would be drawn through the player.

This short and simple subrou ne increases SD for use
in a SOUND statement. If SD is greater than 100, the
explosion is “over,” so we stop the explosion sound
and set EXP to 0 (line 1460), which will cause our
main loop to quit calling the explosion subrou ne. In
other words, EXP is a ﬂag variable with two states
(explosion in progress or explosion not in progress).
Using ﬂag variables to control the ﬂow of execu on is
a quite common programming technique.
Next we use SETCOLOR to change the playﬁeld
background color to white and quickly back to black,
causing a strobe eﬀect (line 1470). Finally, we use SD
as a parameter of the SOUND statement, which
makes the explosion noise progressively lower in tone
as the subrou ne is con nually called (line 1480). And
of course, the RETURN statement jumps back to our
main loop where we con nue reading the joys ck,
moving the crosshair, and keeping the game play
ﬂowing.
230 PRINT “Wrapping the Crosshair”
For this lesson’s varia ons on the original code, I
decided to add horizontal wrapping when the
crosshair is moved to the extreme le or right of the
screen. By changing two lines of our maximum bounds
check code in the main loop, it’s quite simple to swap
the X coordinates to the opposite extreme when the
limit is reached, instantly popping the crosshair to the
other side of the playﬁeld. I’ve also added a small
sound eﬀect when this happens, which is a fast rising
tone (“whoop”) when wrapping to the right side, or a
fast falling tone when wrapping to the le .

If both of these registers have a non-zero value, the
enemy ship is hit! A er se ng some variables that
we’ll discuss in a moment and increasing the score by
the value appropriate to the type of destroyed ship,
we POKE the appropriate horizontal posi on register
(53249 for Player 1) with 0 to instantly move the
enemy ship oﬀscreen, causing it to disappear. And
ﬁnally, we use GOSUB to jump to a subrou ne that
selects a new enemy ship to terrorize the planet. All of
these steps are duplicated for the three kinds of
enemy ships, and the ﬁnal RETURN statement jumps
back into our main loop.
220 PRINT “Explosion Mul tasking”
It may be obvious by examining the linear nature of
Space Assault’s code, but it’s important to realize that
Atari BASIC executes synchronously. As we discussed
earlier, only one task happens at a me, and the
concept of asynchronous processing that’s so common
today was simply not available to amateur
programmers in the early ’80s. However, the
appearance of more than one task happening at once
was possible with clever programming techniques.
Space Assault a empts this in a somewhat primi ve
way so the main loop can con nue to cycle during an
explosion eﬀect a er an enemy ship is hit. This allows

Ver cal wrapping is also possible, but doesn’t really
make sense for Space Assault, since the enemy ships
always stay in a somewhat narrow band at the top of
the screen. With the addi on of crosshair wrapping,
another defensive technique is available to protect the
planet from those evil Clovis Aliens.
Next me, the aliens get a chance to strike. We’ll learn the
secrets behind their movement, and, unfortunately for the
planet Kala, how to destroy a Vegeta on Processing Plant!
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RastaConverter Images from Commodore 64
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Objects necessary to complete the game
(83 in total)

Atari Archives : Computer Gamer Issue #1, April 1985
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Computer & Video Games Yearbook 1985 : Atari Archives
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Modern Atari Peripherals by Robin Edwards
Looking for a (late) Christmas gi for your Atari
computer? Here’s a quick round up of some of
the currently available Atari 8-bit peripherals
from sellers in Europe and the USA. Not bad for
a computer approaching 40 years old!

Cartridges
The!Cart v2 - A mul -cart with an amazing menu
system and massive 128MB of storage. The
included so ware allows you to put your ROMs,
CARs, XEXs and ATRs into a collec on, which
you then program (you need a SIO device) onto
the cartridge.
Price: 76 Euros (including P&P) - about £68.
Contact JAC! on the AtariAge forum to order.
Also available at a cheaper price uncased and
you can 3D print the shell yourself.
Ul mate Cart - a cartridge with an SD card slot
that can emulate a wide range of cartridges (up
to 1024k in size) from ﬁles on the SD card. It can
also launch XEX ﬁles direct from the SD card.
Price: $95 (about £70) plus postage. Currently
being produced by MacRorie in the USA
(thebrewingacademy.com).
UnoCart - a li le brother to the Ul mate Cart,
this emulates cartridges up to 128k in size and
uses a microSD card instead. It can also load XEX
ﬁles and provides limited emula on of a ﬂoppy
drive on 64k machines.
Price: $55 (about £40) plus postage. Currently
being produced by MacRorie in the USA
(thebrewingacademy.com). Or build it yourself –
instruc ons are in issue #4 of Excel magazine!
SIDE2 - adds hard-disk func onality to your
Atari using an inserted Compact Flash (CF) card.
Can also launch XEX ﬁles directly from a DOS
forma ed par on of the CF card.
Note that the hard disk func onality requires an
Atari with at least 128k for proper opera on.
Price: 70 Euros (including P&P) – about £62,
from Lotharek in Poland: lotharek.pl
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MyIDE II - hard disk emula on and more
using a Compact Flash card. This cartridge can
also load XEX and ATR ﬁles.
Price: $70 (about £52) plus postage from
atarimax.com

Memory Expansion
Ul mate 1MB 2014 - a 1 meg memory
expansion for your Atari, real me clock, and
also provides a PBI hard disk interface in
conjunc on with the SIDE2 cartridge.
Note this requires internal installa on in your
Atari and may require some soldering.
Price: 71 Euros including postage (about £63)
from Lotharek in Poland - lotharek.pl.

SysCheck v2.2 - 512k external RAM upgrade
and OS switcher suppor ng 4 OS ROMs. One
of the build in ROMs provides System
checking diagnos cs.
This can be used on a XE (with ECI slot) or XL
computer.
Price: 52 Euros including postage (about £46)
from _hh on AtariAge forums.suppliers on
ebay from about £40.

Disk Drive Replacements
SIO2SD - a modern replacement for a ﬂoppy
drive. It can emulate 8 drives at once, reading
from ATR ﬁles (disk images) on an SD card
inserted into the device.
Price: the model pictured is from Lotharek in
Poland, priced at 90 Euros (including P&P) –
about £80. lotharek.pl
Cheaper uncased models are available from
other suppliers on ebay from about £40.
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Paul Lay Interview by Jonathan Halliday

Jon:

Paul:

Hi Paul, and thanks for agreeing to be
interviewed. I wondered if we could perhaps
work our way up to “Atari Blast” in the
context of all your previous work. Perhaps
you could begin by providing a precis of your
life with special reference to the Atari,
explaining how you ﬁrst became interested in
the A8, and how this relates (if at all) to your
chosen profession.

alternate display lists every VBI to
superimpose one upon the other. I wrote a
program to do that and sent it oﬀ to PCW
magazine who published it. The payment from
that made a good contribu on towards ge ng
my own 400.
I con nued learning to program on my 400,
sending programs oﬀ to PCW and Page 6
magazines, with the be er ones ge ng
published. One program in Page 6 was
"Graphics Impossible" which did a midscanline GTIA mode/player HPOS change. In
response to that I received a le er from
Harvey Kong Tin from New Zealand, who was
working on Hawkquest with his friend Andrew
Bradﬁeld. We did end up working together
a er he had ﬁnished Hawkquest but on other
systems, we never did anything on the A8
together back in the day.

My ﬁrst experience of Atari, other than the
arcades, was my uncle's VCS. I would have
been about 12 years old and loved playing the
games with my brother and uncle. Basketball,
Miniature Golf and Superman were some of
my favourites. I probably played games more
back then than I have ever since so they
remain my fondest gaming memories.
My uncle brought an 800 when they arrived in
the UK, together with the BASIC and
Assembler Editor carts and a copy of De Re
Atari. They didn't get much of a look in at ﬁrst
with all our me spent playing Star Raiders.

One summer holiday I decided to try wri ng
something more than a magazine game and
Sprong was the result. I took it around one of
the London computer shows and ended up
with it being published by Big Nose So ware.
Funnily enough the two guys from Bignose,
Steve Calkin and Peter Sleeman, both lived
locally to me. They also both worked for Ford
Motor Company which is sort of where I work
now (the company is called Visteon, but it was
spun oﬀ from Ford in order to do work for
other manufacturers).

I started doing Computer Science at school
and it was a lot more interes ng trying to
program my uncle's 800 than it was the RM
380Z or Commodore PET we had at school.
For me it was De Re Atari that made it so
much fun, it was concise and easy to read,
gave simple examples and suggested what
could be done with more advanced
techniques. Without the A8 and De Re Atari I
don’t know if Computer Science at school
would have been interes ng enough for me to
want to pursue a career in so ware.
I do remember taking David's Midnight Magic
back to the shop with my uncle, complaining
that it was in black and white but the booklet
showed it in colour. I had not yet got to the
sec on about NTSC ar fac ng.
One idea suggested in De Re Atari was to
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Peter Sleeman ended up working for a
so ware publisher and via him I was contacted
by Jon Dean. I don't remember if he was s ll
working for Atari UK or Ac vision at the me,
but he oﬀered me the chance to work on a
Blue Peter game. They had run a compe on
to design a game, with the winner's design
ge ng programmed and published. I don't
remember much about it, I seem to recall a
number of 3D rooms. I turned the opportunity
down as I had started college and didn't want
it to interfere with my studies.

I moved onto the ST when it came along. I didn’t keep
any of my old A8 stuﬀ because I never thought I would
ever return to it. At some point I bought a 130XE and a
SIO2PC cable but that was just to transfer some ﬁles
for Harvey. However, I did keep hold of it, storing it up
in the lo .
It was Christmas 2011 and I was ge ng some
decora ons down from the lo . I saw the 130XE and
wondered if anyone was s ll wri ng so ware for it. I
googled, found Crownland and was blown away. The
graphics were far beyond anything I'd ever seen on the
A8 and I was fascinated by how the player missile
graphics were used. I googled some more and
discovered the concept of sprite mul plexing. That is
what got me back to the A8, to see if I could write a
sprite mul plexer.
I did end up with a working sprite mul plexer but then
I lost interest. I picked it up again a year later and
started using it in a li le shooter game. I had not been
in contact with Harvey for years and he just happened
to email me at that me. I told him you won't believe
it, but I've actually done some A8 coding - and that is
how the two of us started working on what was to
become AtariBlast!
Jon:

You men on BASIC and Assembler Editor cartridges.
Presumably – like most of us – you gradually
transi oned from BASIC to assembly language, but did
this involve a mix of languages for a while (BASIC with
assembly language subrou nes), or did you quickly
je son BASIC en rely? And since you were using
diﬀerent ﬂavours of BASIC at school, did you ﬁnd the
limita ons of Atari BASIC (lack of arrays, etc) especially
restric ve?

Paul:

Yes, I began with BASIC and started using assembly
rou nes with it, my ﬁrst few Page 6 programs are this
format. I always found Atari BASIC a li le quirky, but I
don’t think we had a really good BASIC at school un l
the BBC micros came along.

Jon:

What about the other BASICs which came later, like
Turbo BASIC XL, BASIC XE, etc? Or had you fully
transi oned to assembly language by then? I took a
circuitous route: Atari BASIC (with bits of assembly
language), Turbo BASIC XL (with bits of assembler),
then CC65 (the old na ve A8 version), AMAC, and
ﬁnally an assembler I wrote based on Charles
Marsle ’s A65.

Paul:

No, I never used any other BASICs but I did switch from
the Assembler Editor cart to AMAC.

Jon:

I know a lot of MAC/65 users liked DDT, but when I
used AMAC I didn't use a machine language monitor at
all. How did you handle machine-level debugging in
the old days?

Paul:

I didn’t use a monitor either. I would just test a er
every li le change so that if I did make a mistake I’d
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know where to look. I had to work like that on
the SNES too, s ll do today really.
Jon:

Did you ﬁnd yourself having to write many
development tools?

Paul:

Most of the tools I wrote were for character
sets and PM graphics. I know I wrote a GTIA 9
editor because Harvey used it for some
graphics in HawkQuest (and gave me a credit
for it) although I don’t remember much about
it now.
One thing I do remember is a BASIC program
where I had each key play a note. I am not
musical at all, but whenever I found a few key
presses that sounded OK I would write them
down. When I had enough such sequences I’d
try and join them together. That is how I did
my “music”. I was so pleased (and I s ll am
today, given how it was done) with the
“music” on Heavy Metal.
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Jon:

I am musical but am all ﬁngers and thumbs
trying to do anything with sound on the Atari,
so you're to be commended. I checked out
the music at the end of "Heavy Metal" and it
has an impressionis c, chroma c feel, which
oﬀers an interes ng contrast with the
men on of Jethro Tull's "Crest of a Knave". I
take it this reﬂected a personal interest in
progressive rock or folk?

Paul:

Well if I could have made some music that
resembled a Jethro Tull song I would have
used it! Yes, I was into progressive rock and
they were my favourite band.

Jon:

You men on college: did you pursue IT studies
there? If so, how relevant do you think your 8bit endeavours were to development on other
pla orms (16-bit and beyond), and to what
extent – if any – have you transferred those
skills to modern so ware development?

Paul:

Yes, I did Computer Science at college. I think
knowing assembler is a useful skill even today.
You may not actually develop in assembler
but for those really diﬃcult bugs you may well
end up single stepping through assembler
instruc ons. Also for any embedded work the
basics learnt from the A8 s ll apply today.

Jon:

Do you s ll develop in-situ on the Atari or do
you ﬁnd cross-development easier now (your
high regard for Al rra suggests the la er)?
Which is your preferred A8-targe ed code
editor/assembler today?

Paul:

I cross-develop nowadays. I chose the ca65
assembler because the instruc ons were in
English. I use Borland CodeWright for edi ng
because I have used it for many years.
A er the A8 I dabbled with the ST and PC for
a while and then ended up doing some
homebrew on the SNES. To me that felt like
working on an A8 successor, you had the
65C816 together with these fantas c graphics
and audio processors.

Jon:

Paul:

Jon:

When I returned to the scene in late 2008, I
felt lucky to have arrived at what seemed to
be the beginning of an A8 Renaissance, but
there have been signs of things slowing down.
How healthy do you think the 8-bit Atari
scene is today?
Paul:

Currently it does seem like there is a lot more
ac vity in hardware than there is in so ware,
but I think that is OK since a large part of the
scene is playing the old games you played as a
kid. That aspect you imagine will last for a
long me and I’m sure there will be a
resurgence in so ware - when you release the
GUI!

Jon:

What's your feeling about VBXE, Rapidus
(65C816 accelerator), etc? Do you think such
upgrades fundamentally alter the character of
the Atari and in so doing remove some of the
interes ng development challenges, or do you
think developers should embrace enhanced
hardware?

Paul:

I imagine if I’d stuck with the A8 as my hobby
machine for the last 35 years then I would be
itching to do something with VBXE or
Rapidus.

Upon returning to the scene, you were clearly
confronted by many exci ng developments
which had taken place during your Atari
hiatus. Aside from Crownland, what projects
or technical accomplishments have impressed
you most?
The thing which impressed me most was
undoubtedly Al rra. It is incredible that
someone had put so much eﬀort into
emula ng the A8 so accurately (and providing
an excellent debugging interface). On the
hardware front, at ﬁrst I thought it was great
being able to read SD cards via SIO2SD
although now I prefer the Ul mate Cart.
Do you think the 8-bit s ll holds many secrets,
and - indeed - how long do you think the
current rate of innova on can be sustained?

Although it was not the original intent I ended
up targe ng a 1MB cart or memory expansion
for AtariBlast! It was interes ng ﬁnding out
about bank switching and the game certainly
beneﬁts from it. I think anyone wri ng
so ware for the A8 in this day and age should
do whatever they get the most enjoyment
from. The user base is so small I don’t see that
it ma ers whether it is 25 or 250 people that
can run your program, unless you are looking
to sell it.
Jon:

Paul:

the post (which took about 2 weeks between
the UK and NZ).
For AtariBlast! I wrote a player editor and a
level designer (both in Ac onScript) which
Harvey could run from a browser or run
locally. The level designer could generate a
playable Atari executable and there was also
some “s tch” so ware that would take all the
ﬁles and combine them to generate the full
game. So Harvey was able to work on the
graphics independently from me.

You clearly work well with Harvey, but I
wonder about your working prac ces. Do you
have any par cular toolchain setup or online
collabora on tools? When one person has
me to code but the other is ed up with real
life ma ers, how do you go about progressing
things?

At one point I got completely fed up with
AtariBlast! and didn’t touch it for a year.
During this me Harvey con nued with the
graphics design, because he was enjoying it I
think. Without Harvey I would have
abandoned it but I felt a responsibility to him
because of all the work he had put into the
graphics.

I think this was the ﬁrst me working with
Harvey that we had email and Internet. When
we worked together before, even on the SNES
projects, we sent disks to each other through

Jon:
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You men oned the GUI project before and I
can deﬁnitely iden fy with that sense of

responsibility to get things done, despite
frequent and long hiatuses. Do you think
sharing works in progress on forums can also
help with mo va on? And do you feel - when
returning to a project which has been long
neglected - that it takes me to get back into
the right frame of mind?
Paul:

I think sharing works in progress is a mixed
bag. Posi ve responses are mo va ng and
there can be some useful ideas but
some mes it feels like you are having to
jus fy what you are doing with your own free
me.
I’m not sure I ever got back into the right
frame of mind with AtariBlast!, I just wanted
to get it ﬁnished. Really, the last 6 months of
working on it, was just grit my teeth and get it
done.

Jon:

How do your work colleagues react when (and
if) they learn that you write games for an 8-bit
computer?

Paul:

I recently found out that one of my colleagues
used to own an 800XL! He couldn’t believe
there was s ll interest in them today.

Jon:

Finally, do you have your eyes set on any
future projects for the Atari?
I have prototyped a few things on the A8 this
year but none of them have jumped out as
something to pursue. I would like to do
something for the New Year Disk but me is
running out.

Jon:

Screenshots from Paul’s 2015 New Year game
“Strictly Gone Bananas”

Thank you so much for your me!

Next issue:
We’ll have an interview with the mighty Tezz
(Terrence Derby), who had a hand or two in the
superb Atari produc ons of Boulderdash 25th
Anniversary Edi on, Saboteur, Chimera+, Bomb Jack,
Jack the Nipper and the wonderful, wonderful Manic
Miner! And soon... Barbarian!
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Paul’s Boulderdash clone “Rockfall”
for the Super Nintendo

